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Want to start a lunch hour yoga program at your office?
Poser has partnered with a variety of talented teachers looking to share their expertise  

with professionals from the comfort of your own office or workplace! 

Email sean@posermagazine.ca if you’d like to be put in touch with a freelance teacher to start your yoga program today!
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As Poser developed from an amusing idea into a 

concrete product, everyone I’ve spoken to about the 

concept has said, “I’m surprised we don’t already have 

something like this.”  This was a very clear indication 

that Calgary’s yoga community was in need of a place 

to share ideas, voice opinions and highlight all the 

hardworking yogis that move us day after day.

Dear Yogis, Poser Magazine is here for you. This 

is a community focused project that aims to serve 

practitioners from across the yoga spectrum with 

new ideas and point of views. Please consider our 

content an invitation for open dialog and discussion.

Thank you to all the contributors of this issue. Each of 

your thoughtful pieces has given every page it’s own 

flavor. You’ve been a delight to work with and you’ve 

helped the first issue exceed my own expectations.

And of course, A HUGE THANK YOU to the entirety 

of Calgary’s amazing yoga community for support-

ing our Kickstarter campaign. This magazine has 

been made possible because of your generosity, and 

it’s truly humbling to be surrounding by so much 

excitement and encouragement. 

I’m excited to start this adventure with you!

-Sean de Lima, Publisher
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There have probably been, or currently are times in your practice where you experience fear. It may have started with 
an initial concern like, “Will I be flexible enough to do the class?” or “Am I going to pass out in this hot room?” It may be 
the fear of falling on your face in front of 40 other people while attempting an arm balance, it could come when moving 
into a big back bend or attempting to chant OM at the same pitch as everyone in the room. 

Fear is something that is deeply rooted in us, for it is the survival mechanism that keeps us alive in this world…at least in our 
human form. It is a primary emotion of the root chakra, the most primal of our energetic centers. Engrained in our survival 
instincts, it enables us to fight, flight or freeze when our life is at risk. It can take the form of small precautionary warnings 
like looking both ways before crossing the street, or it can be a loud voice that says, “this situation is not safe – get out!” 

The majority of time in our lives, let’s say, 99.99%, we are 
not in an immediate life or death situation, yet fear still 
shows up. It takes on many faces, like the fear of not being 
good enough, not knowing the answer, not being accepted, 
not knowing the outcome, being out of control, etc. 

Many suggestions I’ve received over the years in dealing 
with fear have included: 

Change it: “Turn your fear into excitement.”  
Rationalize it: “There’s nothing to be scared of.” 

Disregard it: “It’s a figment of your imagination.”
Pretend it’s not there: “Fake it till you make it.”

The above advice may offer some elements of truth, are 
worthy of contemplation and offer valuable tools to “deal” 
with fear. However, overriding the emotion or putting a 
different mask on it isn’t the only course of action that 
can be taken. 

Our whole life, the aspect we label as Fear has worked so 
hard to keep us safe and ultimately, keep us alive. It may 
not always seem to be the case, but it is always striving 
to protect us. What would happen if, rather than making 
fear our enemy, we made friends with it instead? If we 
look curiously at it, developed a relationship with it, feel 
it, taste it, touch it and get to know it? 

One way I acquaint myself with my friend, Fear, is trying 
something brand new and out of my comfort zone. Being an 
absolute beginner allows me to “meet” myself again – espe-
cially the hidden aspects, that don’t come out to play in full 
force on a daily basis. Fear is a peculiar friend – one that 
I feel both attraction to and aversion from simultaneously. 

So off I went this summer to go rock climbing, for the first 
time, with regular yoga students who are also avid climb-
ers. After years of coming to my intermediate/advanced 
classes and being routinely invited to do things that take 
courage, I got to be on the flip side and meet my edges 
in a big way. This time, I was the brand new, shiny-eyed 
one amongst a group of experienced and highly skilled, 

Spiderman like climbers--this time I was the one that 
exclaimed, “You want me to do what!?”

Hanging onto the rock face with my small hands, min-
imal equipment and zero technique under my belt sure 
made for an interesting day with valuable lessons! Here 
are some yoga-applicable insights from my day:

Fear begins with a thought. 

There may exist a kind of instinctual fear that is free of 
thought. And though some would say that hanging off the 
side of the mountain is one of these times, I noticed that 
my fear in this circumstance did begin with a thought. 
The more I thought I projected into the future of what 
could possibly go wrong, like my muscles giving out or 
falling off the mountain, or recalled stories of others fall-
ing to their death, the more fear I felt. 

The Lesson: Get present. The mind can project into 
the past or future, but the body can only be present. 
Tune into the present moment by drawing attention 
to body sensation. Just like in a yoga practice, we can 
get grounded by noticing the body and literally feeling 
our connection with the earth. I felt where my feet were. 
I felt my hands. I noticed my (pounding) heartbeat. I 
remembered, I am here. 

Fear is constricting.

There were times I was so scared that my whole body was 
shaking. Especially my legs, which apparently is called, 
Elvis Leg in the climbing world…I had a lot of that going 
on! When I got scared, my vision narrowed and I could 
no longer see the big picture. It was near impossible to 
look side to side to find my next hold or my next step. My 
ability to see options became increasingly limited. 

The Lesson: In yoga, the fear of falling out (say, out of a 
standing balance) may actually be the cause of the insta-
bility itself. The result? Toes clenching, gripping of the jaw, 
and a death stare in your eyes. Try softening instead. Spread 
your toes. Soften your jaw. Broaden your gaze. Fall over! 
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Clinging on holds you back.

As evidenced from my sore fingers and tired biceps, I did 
a lot of clinging on to the rock for fear of falling. Ultimately, 
this just held me back and tired me out. So I learned to 
soften my grip and let go of the results. 

The Lesson: Learn to let go of muscles that don’t need 
to be used (hip stretches are great to explore this). Notice 
your inner body. Soften any grip or undue tension – it 
uses up more energy than required.

Trust isn’t a given. It takes time to build.

The first few climbs, my time was spent developing a rela-
tionship to my equipment, my belayer and my body in 
this new activity. Is my foot really going to stick there? 
Will I be supported if I fall? Will my grip hold? How far 
can I reach? How strong are my legs? 

The Lesson: Trust is not a given, it is cultivated over 
time. Practice, practice, practice. Dedication, commit-
ment, repetition and discernment are important keys in 
developing trust with your body, breath, teacher and sur-
roundings - and that’s OK. 

Small steps are easier than big ones.

Rather than always looking for the biggest step, look for 
the small ones. Use your legs, one move at a time. That 
way, you’re not doing chin-ups the mountain. 

The Lesson: You may not pike up into a headstand 
the first time you try – in fact, that may not result in the 
most well aligned or safe pose. Building strength, doing 
preparatory poses and learning the steps is wise and  
supportive to the overall process. Start with some core 
work. Learn where to place your hands and head. Use the 
support of a wall or a friend. 

Breathe.

When we’re scared, we often hold our breath. We are  
literally, hanging onto the life giving force of our inhale. 
Then your face either goes red or blue, palms sweat 
more and your nervous system goes on high alert which  
triggers even more fear. 

The Lesson: Ha! How many times have I reminded  
others to do this in yoga - Breathe! So simple, and it works. 

So next time you encounter Fear, make friends with it – 
this old friend might have a lot to teach you! And by the 
way, the day was a blast. 

birth stories. reinvent yourself.

A desire to transcend  
criticism and comparison to  

other (famous) writers inspired  
Samantha Baldwin to create a  
safe and sacred environment  

where writers could tap into their 
own wellspring of inspiration.

Three times throughout the year, “Skin & Stories” is a workshop 
offered to writers of all levels. It’s a place to come together to share 
progress, offer support and empower your own writing practice.

Samantha also offers one-on-one coaching and 
personalized writing programs

www.thewritersmidwife.com

403-850-7247  writingmidwifery@gmail.com

While floating in 1200 pounds of  
Epson Salt, gravity is essentially eliminated. 
Floating liberates large areas of the brain 
that can focus on healing and repair. 

floatlife.ca   info@floatlife.ca  587 899 7805

Truly Relax and Go 
Deeper with Floating Savasana 
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Why Meditate?

In our yoga classes, our teacher can usually explain and bring us 
deeper into the hatha yoga (physical) practice. In contrast, what we 
call 'meditation' is often covered in just a few minutes at the end of 
our sessions.   How much do we really know about meditation? Can 
we take it further?  This is an article about foundations of medita-
tion, I hope it will give you some insight into your own practice of 
meditation – be it on the yoga mat or meditation cushion.

Let’s start with purpose – why meditate?  One spiritual tradition that 
has used, developed and refined the tools of meditation with great 
skill for over two thousand years is Buddhism. From the Buddhist 
perspective meditation is at the heart of the path to relieve one's 
suffering.  The classic 'Four Noble Truths' declare that: 

1) Suffering exists.
2) It has a cause. 
3) It can end.
4) There is a path to the ending of struggle. 

There are two main forms of meditation to use on the path to tran-
scend struggle: Samatha (tranquility practice) to invoke calm and 
concentration and Vipassana, meditation that produces insight. 
They go hand in hand - a basis of calm and concentration sets up the 
ground upon which a state of question, insight and break-through 
can arise. Breathing meditation is an example of tranquility practice 
that also develops insight. Training to rest one's full awareness of the 
breath at the nostrils or abdomen builds calm, concentration and spa-
ciousness from which insight and question can arise. Developing our 
awareness of the body when we do hatha yoga or walking meditation 
also builds calm and concentration, bliss, focus, clarity and insight.

It’s easy to make mistakes in our meditation practice, and we can 
learn from these. Meditation is sometimes used as a pacifier, a way 
to go to sleep, to numb out – this is not its traditional intention at 
all. Its purpose is to make one more aware of what is really going 
on, here and now, so that the illusions and 'ignore-ances' that cause 
our struggle can be dropped.  Ignoring ones pain and putting over 
a facade of calm is a bit like a Band-Aid over a festering wound – its 
not getting to the root of the issue.  

A huge foundation is often missing in our practice – that of refuge 
and support. Let’s face it, meditation is hard to keep up and main-

tain. I began my meditative practice with a ten-day Vipassana 
retreat. When I got back to busy daily life, I wasn't able to main-
tain the recommended two hours of daily meditation. I didn't have a 
strong refuge or support. 

What supports your meditation practice? Your continued aspiration 
to be free? Your desire to be more aware, present, clear and compas-
sionate?  Historically, in Buddhist teachings Refuge is taken in the  
‘triple gem;’ in the Buddha, the Dharma and the Sangha. To put it 
in modern language, we can fully develop our path of awareness by 
utilizing the following three kinds of support: The Buddha- a teacher  
or guide who has experienced liberation themselves and can skillfully 
guide others through the process. The Dharma- teachings and tools 
that have been developed and tested over time, that provide a systemic 
methodology to move one through blocks, blind spots and into deeper 
states of awareness. The Sangha- a community of other beings who also 
want to become more aware and who can provide you with support, 
encouragement and a mirror to help show where you are unconscious.     

These three supports are fundamental to a strong and thriving med-
itative practice.  It is relatively easy to meditate when on retreat with 
a meditation teacher.  But for the other 95% of the time in the 'real 
world' it is not so. Last year, we, the Dharma Hub, created something 
quite radical. We started a 'Dharma House' in which like-minded 
meditators moved in together to train, practice and grow. As a result 
our individual and collective meditation practice has improved. We 
not only hold regular classes and support each other in our daily 
and weekly practice, but we also bring many of the principles of 
monastic training into the modern world.  We aren't celibate monks 
and nuns, but we shine a light on our ego positions, our habitual  
patterns, all helping to realize our individual unconscious actions.

Meditation, when done correctly, and supported well, is a hugely 
important tool that can help one grow clearer, more fully present 
and compassionate as a human being.  If you want to accelerate 
your practice, find yourself guides, a like-minded community and  
support each other's daily practice.  There’s nothing like having 
spiritual friends to help you on the path.

May all beings be well and happy.
www.dharmahub.ca

8

Cara Conroy-Low, Community Meditation

The Dharma Hub
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You have fallen in love with yoga, have been 
practicing faithfully for a year or more and 
have started to transform physically and 
mentally, into a lean, mean yoga machine. 
You have even started to drag anyone will-
ing (and some not so willing) to your favorite 
yoga studio to experience the magic you have 
discovered. You are officially hooked. 

It’s becoming obvious that you are a yogi. 
Your life and choices start to slowly reflect 
your love of the yogic lifestyle. You shop at 
an organic market, you accurately use words 
like “chakra” in everyday life without apol-
ogizing and you live in your sweatshop free 
yoga clothes. All of your obvious yoga love 
makes the people around you start asking, 
"Have you ever thought about becoming a 
yoga teacher?” What an incredibly intriguing 
thought it is. You start imagining how amazing 
it would be to do yoga all day, never wear 
slacks to work again and get paid to spread 
your love and passion of yoga to the masses. 
Why wouldn't you do this? 

While that all sounds wonderful and very 
true, looks can often be deceiving. Before 
you run off to your first teacher training, let’s 
break down the other side of teaching yoga. 

Let’s start by asking a few questions. Do you 
love yoga? Or do you love teaching yoga? 
These are two very different concepts. The 
love of yoga is one that is distinctly con-
nected to the feeling it gives you. Whether 
that is a calmness of mind, a strong body 
or a soft breath they all have one thing in  
common- it’s about you. Teaching yoga has 
nothing to do with you. Devoting your mind, 
body and spirit to others is an incredibly 
demanding task even when it is just an hour 
at a time. Your full attention is, or at least 
should be, on your student’s practice. At the 
end of the day, a passion for yoga is certainly 

a must however it is not the driving force 
behind teaching yoga. Teaching is. You must 
love to teach. 

Taking a teacher training is a huge devotion 
of time. Some are offered fulltime which 
means you live and breathe yoga all day 
every day. Typically these trainings last 
for thirty days and are held in remote loca-
tions such as India, Thailand and Indonesia 
among others. The benefit to this style of 
training is that it is a full immersion into 
yoga and gives you a huge amount of infor-
mation in the shortest possible time. 

There’s a big variety in part time options; 
some are on weekends, while others are held 
during the evenings. Typically these train-
ings range from six months to one year and 
are available in most major cities. There are 
a few benefits about these trainings includ-
ing the ability to keep your work and family 
commitments while earning your certifica-
tion. Most importantly, you get to take things 
slowly. A spread out schedule gives you the 
opportunity to allow the information to mari-
nate in your body. Often this approach leaves 
teachers feeling prepared to call upon that 
information when needed. That said, length 
and style of training is truly determined by 
personal preference. Just remember, Rome 
wasn’t built in a day, am I right? 

Any chance you have thought about all the 
things required of yoga teachers that you 
don’t get paid for? First and foremost, you 
still need to attend regular classes. Teaching 
is not enough to maintain your physical or 
mental practice. You will have to carve out 
time in your schedule to develop a home 
practice, take class from your fellow teach-
ers or preferably both. You will also need 
to pay your dues as a new teacher. This 
means getting seen and known in studios, 
studio owners and managers want to see 
that you are interested in becoming a part 
of their community before they let you 
through the doors.  Many studios have vol-
unteer based karma classes on the sched-
ule to try out new teachers. Think of it as 
a yoga audition.

Before you teach your first class you will need 
liability insurance. This is an important tool 
for you as a professional because it shows 
that you are taking yourself and your career 
seriously. Liability insurance will typically 
run you in the range of $250 to $350 per year. 
On that note, I recommend registering with 
the “International Yoga Alliance” at a cost of 
$100 per annum to stay current. 

Do you know what a yoga teacher typically 
makes? The answer depends on your mar-
ket and where you are teaching classes, be 
it gyms or studios, private or corporate ses-
sions. New teachers in studios typically start 
around $40 per class. This sounds like a great 
number until you factor in how many classes 
you are actually capable of teaching. A full-
time teacher is considered one that teaches 
between ten and fifteen classes per week. As 
you become an established teacher your wage 
should rise to the industry standard of $50 
per class and beyond as your experience grows. 
Most yoga teachers have fulltime day jobs and 
simply use teaching to supplement their income. 
 
So you still want to be a yoga teacher? If 
nothing in this article frightened you enough 
to reconsider, you just might be ready to 
take the next step: finding a teacher training. 
When looking for a training it is important to 
check these few points: 

• Where do you want to take a training and 
how much money do you have to invest? 

• What is your timeline for completion?  
• Is it 200 hours (or more)? 
• Is it registered with the Yoga Alliance? 
• Do you know or have you heard of the 

teacher running it? 
• Do you have a preference towards  

lineage or style of yoga? 

Teaching is the most wonderful and reward-
ing occupation for the right person. You get 
to live and breathe your passion while helping 
others to discover that same excitement for 
yoga that you once found. Yoga is more than 
just exercise it is a lifestyle, a state of wellbeing, 
a community, a vibration and a calling. If this 
is truly for you, let me be the first to officially 
welcome you to The Journey. 

So You Want to be 
a Yoga Teacher? 

Candace Rusling

9
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Located in the hearth of one of Calgary’s most beloved inner city 

communities, Leela Eco Spa & Studio offers a refreshing break from  

reality. With services that range from esthetics to acupuncture to 

massage to yoga to natural medicine, Leela can help you relax and 

give you a chance to catch your breath.

Going
reenG

Instructor: Mina Khan-Lee
Photos by Kimberley Massey & de-Pict Photograhy
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Leela Eco Spa & Studio is one of Bridgeland’s 
brightest gems. Over the last five years, the 
yoga studio/massage spa has been working 
diligently to build its community and make a 
name for itself. “It wasn’t until the last eigh-
teen months that this space really became 
‘Leela,’” says Krista Spencer, Manager of Oper-
ations. “The potential to become a responsible, 
green studio was enough to kick up the efforts to 
create a place unlike anything else in the city!”

Under new ownership, the Spa/Studio is 
ready to boost itself to the next level in both 
yoga and massage services. Gaurav Gupta, 
along with his wife Vidya Warrier, have just 
moved back to Calgary and are ready to 
expand Leela’s programs and offer even more 
holistic based services. “I’ve just completed 
an MBA program through INSEAD Business 
School in France. It was a comprehensive 
program that brought together people from 
cultures all over the world,” says Gaurav, the 
new owner. After finishing school, the couple 
was presented with various job opportuni-
ties all over the world, but decided to come 

back to Calgary. “We could have moved 
anywhere, but there’s no place like Calgary,” 
says Vidya fondly who was raised in Cal-
gary. Gaurav adds, “It really feels like home. 
We have friends, family and we feel it’s a 
place where we can achieve our goals with  
optimum work/life balance.”

As an eager Entrepreneur, Gaurav consid-
ered different ventures but Leela stood out 
amongst the options. “When we were decid-
ing what to do, this company resounded with 
us.” Yoga, peace of mind and body, holistic 
services and promoting longevity are some 
of the many values the new owners are proud 
to support in their business. Most important 
of all is the feeling of community.

“Leela is very interesting place. It’s more of 
a community rather than a business,” says 
Gaurav. Whether coming to the studio for 
yoga, massage, or anything else, everyone 
who walks through the doors feels like fami-
ly. The atmosphere is casual and calming, the 
staff are extremely friendly. 
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As a recipient of multiple REAP’s (Respect for 
the Earth and All People) Bee Local Awards 
over the last two years, including Best Small 
Business, the studio has made a commitment 
to using and selling Green, eco-friendly 
products. As an exclusive Eminence product 
supplier, Leela promises products that won’t 
harm the body or the environment. “We love 
that we’re a leader and example of local, effi-
cient, green businesses and we hope that oth-
ers will follow in our foot steps,” says Gaurav. 
In addition to health conscious products, the 
company is proud to be supporting other 
small businesses. In attempts to reduce their 
carbon footprint, Leela works with Green 
Start. “Green start is a recycling service that 
picks up, sorts and recycles materials in ways 
that standard recycling doesn’t! It even recy-
cles our old Starbuck’s cups,” says Krista.

Focusing on the holistic methods of wellbeing, 
Leela offers niche services in yoga, massage, 
aesthetics and Reiki. Relaxation, reflexolo-
gy, sports, hot stone, cupping, acupressure, 
Thai, prenatal, and raindrop therapy are mas-
sage styles offered by the very talented team 
of Registered Massage Therapists (RMTs).  
Leela also has a specialized prenatal Mas-
sage Table. “This allows a woman who 
hasn’t been able to lay flat on her belly for 
six to eight months the opportunity to bring 
a sense of normality back into her life,” 
explains Krista. 

“We have the best RMT team in the city,” says 
Gaurav. “We pay competitive wages and offer 
benefits to ensure that our staff is happy.” 
The studio will be expanding their mas-
sage team in the near future to offer even 
more options!”

“We just opened our Natural Medicine arm 
at Leela and host well known natural medi-
cine practitioners like Dr. Tanya Kelloway 
& Dr. Shannon Pruss to help our customers 
lead an even healthier life” says Gaurav. “We 
would like to be a one stop wellness center 
for our clients. ”

Continuing to build the Leela Audience, on 
both a business and a social front, is the 
primary goal of the new owner.  “We want 
to focus on a niche market who genuinely 
care about their well being.” Looking for-
ward, the company would like to find new 
ways to connect with not only the Bridge-
land community, but all the way into the 
downtown core. “We’re trying to devel-
op methods to connect with people who 
might not have heard of us before. We’ve 
increased our daily hours of operation, 
we’re in the process of developing a down-
town pick-up/drop-off service, we’re even 
planning on starting a corporate yoga part-
nership program!” This would help the cor-
porate professionals to relish the benefits 
of massage and yoga.

Mina truly is a lifesaver. With a body that had gone through many 
changes with aches and pains and with limited sleep, Mom & Baby 
class became ‘my time’ to calm my mind and get my body moving. 
Her classes were so relaxing knowing that my baby’s noises and 
breast feeding was welcomed.

-Petrina
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Before I found Leela, I felt lost. 
Leela helped me find some-
thing in myself worth sharing 
and I feel welcomed as part of 
their community. Yoga in turn 
has been my therapy. It is with 
Leela that I continue to prac-
tice and someday teach!

-Ashley

Yoga at Leela itself is unlike other studios. 
“We have a maximum of fifteen people per 
class,” starts Krista, “this gives our instruc-
tors the opportunity to really get to know the 
client base and understand their individual 
practices. Unlike many other studios, we 
don’t have big mirrors covering our walls. 
This helps to reduce distraction and really 

let’s people evaluate what’s going on inside, 
rather than how they look on the outside.” 
With up to five classes happening everyday, 
the schedule offers a diverse set of styles and 
specialty courses including Mom & Tot yoga 
and Plus Sized classes. 

“I am honoured and blessed to be a part of 
Leela. As a resident in the neighbourhood, I 
love to connect with the community or yogis, 
mothers, and just good people that fill our 
space,” shares Mina Khan-Lee, one of the 
studio’s yoga instructors. “Leela is an oasis 
full of loving kindness; a place for people to 
come heal and grow on a mental, physical 
and spiritual level. I am  inspired to teach 
meditation and yoga classes in this space; I 
hope to give back to the wonderful commu-
nity that surrounds me by teaching them to 
be present by calming the mind, and flowing 
with the breath.“

In addition to the regularly scheduled class-
es, Leela is excited to be adding a weekly 
Art of Living class. The Art of Living Foun-
dation’s mandate is to reduce stress and 
violence in the world through breathing 
techniques, yoga and meditation. “We’ve 
both done courses with the Art of Living,” 
says Vidya. “You might not notice the effect 
it has on your life right away, but within six 
months your entire attitude and outlook can 
change,” adds Gaurav. 

The hustle and bustle of downtown Calgary 
life can be quite strenuous. Leela is offering 
a reprieve from hectic deadlines and busy 
meetings. “There’s never a time anyone 
walks in and feels heavy here. It’s really excit-
ing to see. This is a small company making 
big strides,” says Krista. 

As an excited new business owner, Gaurav 
wants to ensure that the community voic-
es their opinions and ideas. “We’re trying to  
create a collective in this space, and we want 
everyone to know that they will be heard! We’re 
very open to new ideas or requests.” Approach-
able owners, talented staff, and a huge variety of 
self care packages… what more could you ask for?
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You’re invited to experience  
what sets us apart.

403-258-3268    www.leelaecospa.com    info@leelaecospa.com
849 1 ave NE, Calgary AB

www.posermagazine.ca

Leela Eco Spa & Studio is honoured to be finalists in 
two categories of the Calgary  

Chamber of Commerce Small Business Awards:

The Environmental Stewardship Award
&

The Business Breakout Award

Leela Patrons, thank you for being so supportive and  
helping us build this amazing community.

-Gaurav Gupta, Owner    ____
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the effortless path to true relaxation through meditation...

Everyone has experienced a meditative state in moments of deep joy, or when completely engrossed in an activity, 
when for just a moment the mind becomes so light and at ease. While we have such moments, we’re unable to 
repeat them at will. The Sahaj Samadhi course teaches you how. This meditation technique almost instantly 
alleviates the practitioner from stress-related problems, deeply relaxes the mind and rejuvenates the system.

Regular practice of the technique can totally transform the quality of one’s life by culturing the system to maintain 
the peace, energy and expanded awareness throughout the day. These meditation techniques combined with 
yoga practices can ensure good health and a calm mind.

October 24-26, 2014
Weekdays- 6:30pm to 8:30pm Weekends- 10:00am-12:00pm

1-528 56th Ave SW Calgary AB T2V 0G7

Sahaj is a Sanskrit word that means natural or effortless.
Samadhi is a deep blissful meditative state.

Sahaj Samadhi is a ntural, effortless system for meditation.

Aishwarya - +1 (403) 478-3255  •  calgary@artofliving.ca  •  www.artofliving.ca

Please join us for our upcoming  
Sahaj Samadhi Courses
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What was your first experience with yoga and how 
did you fall in love with it?

At the time I started yoga, I was an interior design-
er slaving over a desk for way too many hours a day 
and was starting to suffer from serious pain in my 
body. I went to a studio and saw a yoga class… it 
had a certain vibe “exuding” from it. I remember 
feeling that vibe and wanting to be a part of it. I was 
way too shy to try it at a yoga studio, so I bought 
a DVD to try at home instead. Eventually, I was 
brave enough to go to a studio (I was still a little 
shy… I was the person wearing socks in the studio). 
It wasn’t until I found one instructor in particular, 
Trevor Yelich, that I really started to experience 
major shifts in my practice. I plugged into his 
Sangha Community and was surrounded by pretty 
phenomenal budding instructors and together we 
learned to take our practice to the next level.

What was one of your “yoga breakthroughs?”

As I was practicing, I was suffering physically. My 
joints were really bothering me and I was diag-
nosed with rheumatoid arthritis which caused my 
yoga practice to take a big shift. To try to relieve 
the pain, I went to Costa Rica for a cleanse/restore 
vacation and met another group of yoga teachers 
of the Sivananda style. They really taught me the 
importance of breathing. This was my major yoga 
epiphany moment. Once I started to break down 
the breath I realized that I was trying to practice 
beyond my capacity and I wasn’t breathing. As 
soon as I started paying attention to my breath, I 
went back to not being able to touch my toes in a 

forward fold! It was a very great, but very humbling 
experience. Slowly, I started to change my practice, 
making sure that the breath was always present and 
powerful. This sifted how I did yoga, and helped 
me to move with less pain. As I figured out how 
not to hurt my body, I figured out how to not hurt 
others I was teaching.

You teach a very mindful, therapeutic style- how did 
your teaching evolve to this point?

Pain has been my greatest teacher. I consider a lot 
of my training very experiential. Due to the fact 
that I had so much pain in my joints, I’ve managed 
to hone in on hypermobility and my injuries. Be-
cause of those injuries, I’ve had to create integrity in 
those hypermobile joints and invite the peripheral 
joints to start opening and strengthening. 

Why did you decide to do your first teacher training?

Within the first year of my practice, I felt some 
pretty radical shifts in myself. I did my training 
through Trinity Teacher Training.  Jennifer Steed 
and Mary-Jo Fetterly were the original creators of 
the program.  Mary-Jo was teaching from a wheel-
chair, which blew my mind! As a yogi, it was very 
inspiring to be taught by someone dealing with 
those kinds of physical challenges.

Why did you start teaching at Leela Eco Spa & Studio?

A decade ago, when I started working at the studio, 
it was named Danu. The yoga studio was part of 
an integrative alternative health clinic. I worked co-

operatively along side a homeopath, a naturopath, 
Ayurvedic healer and nutritionist.  The concept 
was extremely progressive at the time. Much of my 
knowledge comes from interfacing with these mo-
dalities, both for the sake of cultivating therapeutic 
approaches to yoga for our clients, and for my own 
health concerns.  Today the studio, now named 
Leela Eco Spa and Studio integrates various mas-
sage therapy modalities and esthetics.  I choose to 
continue evolving with the studio because it is and 
eco conscious community.  We are bound together 
with the common goal of creating higher planetary 
awareness and stewardship.  Thanks to the efforts 
of Rosalynn Dodd and Houston Petchel (previous 
owners) Leela is now an award winning studio and 
the first B-corp Certified studio and spa.  I contin-
ue to be a proud member of the community be-
cause I’m in alignment and inspired by the business 
practises.   

What is your favorite part about teaching at Leela?

Definitely the intimate studio size- I love that we 
have a maximum of fifteen people per class, and 
that each of those people has access to sufficient 
props. I also love the revolution we’ve had at Leela 
towards truly becoming an “eco” studio. The stu-
dio now thrives in living the truth of what yoga 
is preaching all the way from things like the eco 
friendly cleaning products to fair wages and ben-
efits for employees to the community initiatives it 
supports. For exawmple, Leela participates in the 
Urban Orchard program, for every 150 yoga classes 
taught, there is an apple tree planted in the Bridge-
land neighbourhood. It’s comforting knowing that 
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when I go to work, I’m adding benefit to the en-
vironment, for my greater community and for my 
daughter and her future.

Outside of yoga, what are your passions or hobbies?

My first passion is being a parent. Yoga has helped 
me learn to temper my behavior- I have a witness 
now and she watches everything I do, so I have to 
set a good example.  My daughter obviously learns 
from watching me and I’m very aware that she is my 
time capsule for the future.  I’m very aware of how 
important that is.  Outside of being a parent, I’m an 
avid eco advocate. I enjoy living lightly, with a small 
eco footprint, and absolutely make it a priority to 
be in nature whenever I get the chance. And the 
ocean too- I’ve done a fair bit of work with ocean 
conservation.

What sort of work have you done with ocean conservation?

I have a passion for Cetaceans (dolphins and 
whales) and one of the highlights of my life was 
working on the BBC production of “Spy in the 
Pod” with Costa Cetatea (Costa Rican Conserva-
tion Team) filming a mega-pod of wild spinner dol-
phins. I credit the fact that I’m a yogi to being able 
to keep up with the physical demands of that kind 
of working environment.  It was thrilling to have 
the capacity to move with the dolphins and get the 
shots needed for the production.  I consider this 
to be a huge life accomplishment, considering the 
bleak prognosis given to me by Western Medicine. 
I’m living proof that yoga heals! 

What are some of your daily rituals?

I really enjoy spending time at home and tending 
to the house, gardening and getting rid of clutter… 
that’s where I find personal grounding. Because 
I work with people and their energy I often feel 
affected by what’s going on in their lives. Time to 
enjoy solitude and meditation in daily tasks is really 
valuable in my life.

What has been the scariest thing you’ve overcome?

Pain, I think. Being thirty and in so much pain 
with no solutions except cortisone injections that 
western medicine was pushing and seeing no escape 
from that system was terrifying. I had to reject ev-
erything that I’d known and open myself to the op-
portunity to explore something different. I had to 
break away from long held personal traditions and 
question what was the root cause of the pain. After 
I did that, I started to find ways to heal myself. It 
wasn’t easy. I continue to open to this process on 
a daily basis.

What are your plans and aspirations?

On the Calgary front, I’m joining forces with Dr. 
Rob Clarke from Gateway Wellness to offer trans-
formational workshops. These experiential sessions 
inspire sustainable profits though mindful con-

sciousness leadership. Much of my private/corpo-
rate clientele, which I nurture though my company 
Liquid Mobile Studio are tapping into their per-
sonal power through yoga and breath awareness.  
These techniques are pouring into their corporate 
structures creating an opening for reform towards 
new trim dynamic business practises.    Check out 
TRIM4 dynamic practises @ www.liquidlifesty-
ler.net. Our clients are cultivating increased profit 
margins with greater emphasis on work-life bal-
ance.  

On the Costa Rican front, I see myself continu-
ing to focus on ocean conservation with Costa 
Cetacea. My goal is to involve my daughter in 
creating a “Hope Spot” off the shores of the Osa 
Peninsula. A Hope Spot is a no-fishing-zone (na-
tional park in the ocean) where life can start to 
proliferate- ocean protection is paramount for 
the health of our planet.

please support the creation of the park here: 
https://www.change.org/p/costa-rica-stop-kill-
ing-osa-dolphins-and-make-a-pelagic-dolphin-su-
perpod-park 

What would you like someone to know about you be-
fore taking your class?

I am an ‘internally’ detailed instructor and I offer a 
fair bit of alignment cues. If you would like to un-
derstand what is going on inside of an asana (pos-
ture) that feeds it with integrity and healing, come 
to me. If you have chronic pain in your body, come 
see me.  I hold space for my students to focus on 
what’s happening with their body and their breath 
in the moment so they can navigate themselves 
to healing. I encourage my students to relax their 
focus on expectation and focus more on enjoying 
movement though breath.  My passion is modify-
ing the practise to connect with the budding yogi! 
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It was a warm summer day with a soft breeze. 
The kind of day where the temperature was 
perfect and it felt  right to be outside. I was 
on my way out the door to go out for a walk 
when my 12 year old son Ben stopped me and 
said, “Mom, I want to buy a tablet and I don’t 
have quite enough money saved. If you give 
me $100, then I’ll have enough”.   I responded, 
“You will have to save your allowance over 
the next few months as I’m not going to just 
give you a $100”.  He was quite upset and 
continued to try and convince me to give 
him the money.

After this went on for a short time, I said, “I’m 
on my way for a walk. Why don’t you come 
with me”.  He decided, somewhat reluctantly, 
to come along.

A few minutes into our walk, a black shiny 
Mustang drove by.  Ben said, “Wow, that’s a 
nice car, it’s weird, I’ve sure seen a lot of them 
lately.  I wonder why?”.  I explained to him 
that the things we focus on tends to expand. 
I don’t know how well he understood but he 
thought about it for a moment and then said, 
“Oh, I wonder if one day I’ll ever have a nice 

car like that?” I told him that if he really wants 
it and sets his intention, then one day he will! 

“Will that work the same for my tablet?” he 
asked. “Of course!” I said. “You have to set 
your intention from your heart, trust that it 
will come, then let it go and stop thinking 
about it. In the meantime keep your heart 
open by thinking and feeling about the 
things you love and are grateful for. Worry-
ing and thinking about it can interfere with it 
ever happening”.
 
We continued on our walk, sharing our 
thoughts of what makes us feel loved and 
happy, both of us were feeling very relaxed 
in the moment. We ended up at the corner 
store where we bought an orange soda then 
headed to the park.

We laughed and played a while. As we were 
leaving, Ben, with his eagle eyes spotted 
something unusual in the bushes that lined 
the pathway we were walking on. He reached 
down and pulled out what looked like a crum-
pled piece of paper. “Mom, it’s a $20 bill”, 
he screamed!  As he unfolded the money 

he discovered there was more than just one 
banknote.  He counted, “20,40, 60,80,100! I 
can’t believe it Mom,” he kept saying as he 
jumped with joy.   “A hundred dollars! That’s 
exactly what I wished for!”  We paused for a 
moment and looked around to see where the 
money might have come from and who it 
might belong to but the whole park and path 
was silent. Absolutely no one was around. 

Finally accepting what just happened, we 
skipped all the way home with feelings of 
happiness, wonder and gratitude. Feeling 
thrilled and very appreciative of what hap-
pened, Ben indeed bought his tablet with a 
sense of trust in himself and in the power of 
intention and love.

When you’re thinking that something you 
want can’t happen, or you don’t know how to 
make it happen, think again.  By setting your 
intention and keeping your heart open, you 
never know where or when you might just 
find what you’re looking for. 

P.S For the astrologers out there the New 
Moon was in Leo that day.

Lorraine Press Unexpected Fortune

Reiki is an easy & gentle
way to experience

Deep Relaxation ~ Relief from Stress ~ Sense of Peace & Well Being
www.relaxrecharge.ca    403-918-4278Lorraine Press, Certified Reiki Master

Deep Relaxation ~ Relief from Stress ~ Sense of Peace & Well Being
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Asana Clinic

Watching a room full of new, as well as seasoned, students going through 
their yoga practice while making even one, but often it’s all three, of the 
common mistakes that lead to yoga related injuries absolutely makes 
Jurgen and I shudder. We understand all too well the damage these 
poor unsuspecting souls are subjecting themselves to and the injuries 
that can occur as a result of making these mistakes over and over again. 
The great news is these injuries are absolutely avoidable, when you know 
what those mistakes are and how to correct them. 

One of the most common injuries, and the most miserable I might 
add, in yoga is to the shoulder joints. The culprit, in most cases, is 
the posture called Chaturanga Dandasana, which is the Sanskrit term 
(ancient Indian language), but it’s more commonly referred to as 
either High-plank to Low-plank or Yoga Pushup. For the sake of this 
article we’ll refer to it simply as a Yoga Pushup. 

Before we dive into the top 3 mistakes made during the yoga push-
up, I want to apologize right off the hop to all you anatomy buffs out 
there. You’re not going to hear the technical terms of joints, mus-
cles and ligaments. Besides the fact that neither Jurgen nor myself 
consider ourselves anatomy experts, I feel it’s important to keep the 
mechanics and anatomy simple. Hearing technical terms can be con-
fusing for most people and, quite frankly, a confused mind says “Huh, 
WTH???” and then continues on its merry way, making the same mis-
takes and creating the same problems. 

The following mistakes are far more common than you might think, 
but it’s in their subtlety that your shoulders, elbows and wrists are at 
serious risk for injuries:

the

Chaturanga 
Dandasana

Nattacia & Jurgen Mantei

Drop and Give Me 3 of the Most  
Common Causes of Yoga Injuries 
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Mistake #1- Grasshopper & Bottoms Up

Whenever we see students doing what we call the Grasshopper (fig. 
1a), where they lower into Low Plank/Chaturanga Dandasana and do 
a little “dip and dive” move. The end result is, at the bottom of your 
yoga push-up, you end up with your elbows higher than your shoul-
ders – looking just like a grasshopper. 

Some students will throw in a splash of “bottoms up” for good mea-
sure, by popping their buttocks up as they lower down. Some instruc-
tors will actually invite students to lower into low plank/Chaturanga 
Dandasana “bottoms up”, which is an instruction that yes, can help 
the student bypass weak core strength, but ultimately puts the shoul-
ders in a very precarious situation and can lead to shoulder injuries.

Sometimes the pain is immediate when these mistakes are made, 
sometimes the inflammation occurs over time – either way, the result 
can be a boatload of pain!

Why Grasshopper &/or Bottoms Up leads to shoulder injuries:

When you dip the shoulders down while weight bearing, which is 
what you’re doing when the elbows and buttocks end up higher than 
the shoulders in your low push up, you’re driving your weight into the 
ligaments (a sinewy band of tissue designed to protect your joints) in 
the front of the shoulder, an area that’s simply not designed for this 
style of weight bearing. 

THE FIX #1– The mirror don’t lie, baby (dammit all anyway)!

Start by positioning your mat and yourself sideways to a full-length 
mirror, then, while lowering into your yoga push-up, take a peek in 
the mirror (or ask a friend/yoga instructor to observe you). 

If your bottom pops up and/or your shoulders dip below your elbows 
go back up into high plank, then lower again, this time only to the 
point where your elbows and shoulders are even to each other and 
your upper arm is at a 90° angle to the floor. It may really surprise you how 
much higher your chest is when you’re not being a grasshopper (fig. 1b). 

THE FIX #2– Surrender to your knees

We’ve seen too many students, myself included, whose ego refuses 
to allow them to surrender by coming down onto their knees (fig. 
1c)during their yoga push-up. The ego will scream for you to push 
through the pain rather than look like a beginner – the result being 
a severe and painful enough injury you might not be able to practice 
at all.

But, until you build your core and upper body strength – which yoga 
is brilliant at doing – come onto your knees in high plank, then keep 
the core engaged (don’t let your hips flop to the floor or you’ll take 
it into your back in a less than happy way) as you lower down to the 
place where your elbows and shoulders are either even to each other, 
or the elbows are slightly lower than the shoulders.

You’ll be surprised how much strength is built in your core by coming 
to your knees – you might think you look like a wimp but I promise 
you, you’re a powerful beast in charge of your ego!

The ego will scream for you to 
push through the pain rather 
than look like a beginner – the 
result being a severe and pain-
ful enough injury you might 
not be able to practice at all.

fig. 1a

fig. 1b

fig. 1c
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THE FIX– Tickle your ribs 

Step #1 - Take a peek at your hands in high plank, if your fingers are 
pointing even slightly towards each other shift your hands so the 
middle and index finger are pointing straight ahead.
Step #2 – As you lower down into your yoga pushup keep your elbows 
tucked into your side-body, as if you were going to tickle your ribs 
with your elbows (fig. 2b).

Mistake #2- The Alligator

A yoga push up is much different than the old army push-ups we 
North Americans learned in school. Army push-ups are done with the 
hands set wide and elbows pressing out to the sides. When you look 
at this style of push-up the hands are pointed somewhat towards each 
other to allow the elbows to pop out to the sides as you lower down, 
looking just like an alligator walking on land (fig. 2a). 

At least three injuries can occur doing an Alligator push-up. The first 
is in the shoulder region again, as the tip of your upper arm bone 
presses into the ligaments and bursa sacks (which act like little cush-
ions for your joints). The second and third areas at risk for injury are the 
outer elbows and wrists, since the pressure to these areas isn’t evenly 
disbursed and is repetitively focused in one area, leading to what feels 
like Tennis Elbow and/or Carpal Tunnel in the wrists. Ouch!

Mistake #3- I’ve Got a Hunch!

OMG, this is SUCH a biggie! Our human tendency is to look where 
we’re going, which, in the case of a yoga push up, is down. However, 
this common mistake causes your shoulders to slide off of your back 
(which is where they’re meant to be) and onto your side-body, creat-
ing an unstable shoulder joint. But that’s just the beginning of your 
troubles! Your head also drops forward, putting a lot of strain on the 
neck by taking the natural curve out of it (fig. 3a). That curve, both in 
your neck and low back, is perfectly designed to create a spring-like 
action for your joints and vertebra to handle weight and/or impact. 

THE FIX– Whatever you do, don’t look down!

One of the best tips we learned during our Ashtanga yoga training, 
a practice known for its efficiency.  Ashtanga is sometimes referred 
to as Power Yoga and thus, because it’s can be such a strong and 
demanding practice, there are no wasted movements in order to pre-
serve your much-needed energy.  

In an Ashtanga-style Sun Salutation, from standing you are instructed to: 

Inhale arms up, exhale forward fold, inhale look up lengthen/flat back, 
exhale step or float it back and lower down, Chaturanga Dandasana, 
inhale upward facing dog, exhale downward facing dog. 

You’ll notice there was no extra “forward fold” after you “look up 
lengthen.” That’s because, by continuing to look forward you are per-
fectly set up for upward facing dog – there’s no risk of the shoulders 
losing their strength and positioning nor any throwing the head back 
to look up in upward facing dog. Like I said, Ashtanga is known for 
its efficiency!

The solution for removing the Hunch from your practice is to look for-
ward slightly while lowering down in your yoga push up (fig.3c), simply 
keep your neck and shoulders in this same position as you transition 
through to upward facing dog – ahhh, gorgeous!

fig. 2a

fig. 3a

fig. 3b

fig. 2b
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Picky
The

Chef
Delicious Gluten & Dairy Free Meals

Introducing, The Picky Chef, a specially developed cookbook for a 
gluten- and dairy-free diet that can be enjoyed by anyone! 

Over 40 recipes that will send your tastebuds into a frenzy!  
Prepared in normal texture that could be adapted into a soft diet for 

easy chewing/swallowing without compromising the taste.  

One grocery list. One dish. 
Feed everyone with or without the 4 dietary restrictions.

pickychefrecipes@gmail.com                                          www.gdfpickychef.com 

www.breathehotyoga.ca
info@breathehotyoga.ca

Avenida 
(403) 264-9642   
McKenzie Towne  
(403) 276-9642   
Airdrie 
(403) 945-9642

$40 New Yogi Special
Yoga for Everyone!

Three locations • Heated and non-heated classes • Wellness services
Pre-Natal, Parent & Baby, Kids, Cancer Survivors and 50+ Yoga Programs 

Come Visit Us Today
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Slowly, since the 1970s, some of the other paths of yoga have made their way to North America. The Vietnamese 
Buddhist monk, Thich Nhat Hanh, has made Karma Yoga popular though his numerous books. Shiva Rea, a popular 
American yoga instructor, was a part of the 2012 film The Women of Bhakti produced and edited by Jahnava Hausner 
& Hilary Tapper exploring devotion through prayer, service to others, and love. Yoga in Calgary, for the most part, is 
practiced either as a form of secular spirituality embracing the benefits of mindful awareness & meditation without 
worship or separated from spirituality altogether, as a form of isometric strength & flexibility training. 

Technically, all yoga classes that use the asanas or poses and techniques in breath control are practicing Hatha 
Yoga. Over the last 35 years, gifted individual instructors or gurus have pioneered various teaching styles producing 
variations in how Hatha Yoga is practiced. These variations have become the styles of yoga. If your studio is offering 
Hatha Yoga you can expect a class that offers asanas that balance power and gentleness with a focus on breath con-
trol and mindful awareness. In our next issue of Poser we will explore Astanga Vinyasa yoga and Iyengar-style yoga.

As for the background quiz, it can be argued that all the answers are correct, for yoga is flexible enough to embrace its 
ancient & classical roots and can stretch to accommodate the needs and personal preferences of modern yoga practitioners.

If you are new to yoga, the list of various classes on offer from your yoga studio can, at first, seem daunting. Under-
standing the difference and the background behind each class allows you to manage your practice to fit your mood or 
need for any given day. If you are a seasoned practitioner, you know what various classes are like to participate in but 
you may not be aware of the background that makes each style of yoga unique.

This is the first installment of a four part series exploring the background of various styles of yoga practices available at Calgary studios.

1. Which activities are included in  
the practice of yoga?

a.   prayer
b.   meditation

c.   selfless action
d.   mantras

e.   asanas or poses
f.   study of texts
g.   all the above

2. The main goal of yoga is to…

a.   become flexible
b.   get fit

c.   unite the individual self with the  
universal self or self-realization

d.   reduce stress
e.   breath and meditate

f.   all the above

3. Hatha Yoga is…

a.   great for beginner yoga practitioners
b.   a gentle practice using various yoga asanas

c.   always practiced in a hot studio
d.   preparation for the pursuit of Raja Yoga

e.   demanding and requires years of dedicated  
practice to master
f.   all the above

Yoga is an ancient spiritual path.  As a branch of Indian philosophy, yoga was developed as a method for living, 
including a set of moral or ethical guidelines, created for men and women to live balanced and healthy lives. The San-
skrit word ‘yoga’ is usually translated to mean: yoke or unite, referring to the goal of yoga, which is self-realization or 
enlightenment. Reaching self-realization requires a paradoxical understanding that we are whole within our selves, 
mind, body, and spirit and we are interconnected with the universe, one with everything. Ancient Indian philosophers 
disagreed with how to reach self-realization. Some advocated that prayer was the true path, others thought serious 
study of ancient texts was the way to go, and still others felt that acts of selfless love would lead to enlightenment.  
This rift resulted in the six main paths of yoga, which, for North American yoga practitioners, expands our usual 
understanding of yoga practice to include more than the familiar asanas or poses.

The Road to 
Wholeness

The Six Paths of Yoga

Yoga’s Modern 
Journey

The Many Forms 
of Hatha Yoga

answers: 1-g, 2-c, 3-d

Jnana Yoga:
 the path of study and 

meditation

Bhakti Yoga: 
the path of prayer  

through love

Karma Yoga: 
the path of selfless action

Mantra Yoga: 
the path of scared sound  

or mantras

Hatha Yoga: 
the familiar path of physical 
strength and breath control 

through asanas or poses

Raja Yoga: 
the ‘royal’ path that follows the 
eight limbs of yoga as suggested 

by Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras

Test your background knowledge of yoga with this short quiz:
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Cynthia Stratulat

HistorYoga
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yogasm

I first found yoga, as many do, through the yearning to find some-
thing deeper...dare I say even, the meaning of life.  Why are we 

here?  What is our purpose?  Where are we supposed to go? After 
attempts at belly dancing, painting, and poetry, I was led into the 
arms of yoga.  I hadn't found the light within those activities, not that 
it doesn't exist, but I was clumsy, un-artistic, and terrible with haiku.  
Moving on seemed like the best answer, to somewhere I was going to 
find my true calling....this was attempt numero quattro.

I made a commitment.  Three months.  $250.  Done.  My life will forever 
be changed, I knew it, at least it had to be...I just drained my 22 year 
old self's bank account.  This had to be the answer, or I was eating Mr. 
Noodle for no good reason.  I was on my way to enlightenment, and 
well, it felt pretty damn good. Mr. Noodles diet and all.  

My first class was with the ever amazing Jurgen Mantei.  The descrip-
tion said "Vinyasa Level 2".  I thought to myself, "Ok self, that probably 
means on a scale of 1-10, its pretty basic. Done. Going. I'm young, fit, 
and most importantly....incredibly determined and stubborn. This is 
going to be great.”

With my ego firmly planted by my side, I went to my first class.  Upon 
investigation from Jurgen about my "history" with yoga, I could see a 
certain level of concern washing over his face.  "Take it easy", he said, 
"listen to your body".  Pfffft, my ego said, what the hell does that mean 
anyways!  We got this, she says, rockstar is your middle name!  

As I enter the class, my immediate thought was, wow, this is zen.  This 
is $250 well spent!  In 90 minutes, I will feel the meaning of life cours-
ing through my veins. All my "why's" will be answered.  Right?

As the class begins...we ohm... Ok, definitely weird and I may have 
just joined a cult, but I'm going to roll with the punches.  This is my 
ticket to pure joy.  Suck it up, ego says.  As we start to move through 
the most bizarre acrobatics I've ever witnessed, I start to realize, 
hmmm...Vinyasa Level 2, must simply mean ‘too hard for anyone to 

In the hands of my ego, 
we took our first yoga 
class together ... kinda.

do...ever...in the whole world.  Except these 10 people.’  I then con-
firmed with my ego that maybe this is a training camp for Cirque Du 
Soleil?  Seriously, WHAT are they doing, and how in the...?!  Why is 
everyone breathing so loud?  Is that a thing?  Should I be doing that?  
As I try to breathe like the other oceanic sounding circus performers, 
I realize I'm hyper ventilating.  

I check in with my ego... I see her crawling on hands and knees 
towards the door.  NO WAY, I scream, you are not leaving me now...
this was your idea!  I grab ahold of her and we continue, much to 
her egotistical dismay.  Bending and twisting in ways I'm sure people 
haven't even witnessed in Cirque, I'm barely holding onto ego, when 
she finally loses all control.  Why can't you do any of this?  Everybody's 
looking at you and you look ridiculous! This is utterly embarrassing, 
were her last words to me, as she ran screaming for the exit.  I was left 
feeling ashamed, bruised, and incredibly sweaty.

By the time we come to this place Jurgen called ‘savasana,’ or corpse 
pose, I feel like a literal corpse.  I am so incredibly grateful for this 
space in this moment, and I may never, ever, wake up.  As my eyes 
close, my mind was far too tired for thought and I drifted into the most 
beautiful floaty space.  I stayed there for what seemed like an eternity 
and never wanted to leave.  I've never been so blissed out, and I was 
going to stay there as long as I could.  With ego gone, this space had 
become pure tranquility. An experience I will never forget.  As we were 
gently awoken from our juicy dream state, I immediately knew some-
thing bigger than me had just happened.  Something I couldn't quite 
pin down, something so incredible I knew I wanted more.  Addicted 
from the first yogasm, I knew this would become my life.

This yogasm as I now know it, would be the life change I was so des-
perately seeking.  I continue to yogasm daily, as I take it off the mat 
and into the world.  I now leave my ego at the door when I enter into 
the space. She's still around, occasionally rearing her rockstar head, 
but we have an understanding...this yoga thing, it's all mine.  

Once we let go of ego, we become our true authentic beings, capable 
of listening to our bodies and everything we are truly craving.  Magic 
happens in that space, as I say.  When magic happens, everything 
becomes tangible and possible.  Yogasm.  Believe it.  It's the real deal.  
Let it take over, course through your body, and change your entire 
being, but leave ego at the door.   

Namaste and Much Love,
Apryl Dawn.

Apryl Dawn, The Wandering Yogi
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Custom, Hand Made 
Jewelry with Soul!

Follow Us on Instagram
@SoulJourneyJewelry

willow&
whimsy

F l o r a l  b o u t i q u e 
a n d  l o c a l l y - m a d e  g i f t s

4 0 3 . 4 7 5 . 3 3 1 3
w i l l o w a n d w h i m s y . c . c o m
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Calgary’ssangha

Offering a place for physical practice, mental reprieve and spiritual depth, 

YogaMcc caters to all levels of yoga and meditation to anyone in their  

different stages on their spiritual path. 

28
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Yoga & Meditation Centre Calgary (YogaMcc) is located in the iconic  
Marda Loop area. The energy of wisdom, joy, laughter and transfor-
mation can be felt upon entering the centre.  The studio’s owner and 
desk staff are all certified yoga teachers whose passion for helping 
people connect, heal and grow can be felt after one quick conversa-
tion.  “Nobody who comes through these doors is not ‘yogic’ enough. 
We’re creating a space for everyone to come and enjoy their practice, 
no matter what level they’re at,” says the owner, Jodi Hope-John-
stone. By offering a comfortable seating area, with complimentary 
tea and snacks after class, the studio is creating a strong community 
as students have the opportunity to connect with each other in and 
out of class; in many cases, lasting friendships have been built as a 
result. It’s easy to recognize that everything done for the studio and 
its patrons is done with a positive intention to further connect and 
expand their Sangha (spiritual Buddhist community).
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Barbara Ross opened the studio after she 
had finished working with one of Calgary’s 

earliest yoga studios, The Yoga Centre. After 
teaching at YogaMcc for six years Jodi seam-
lessly transitioned into an ownership role. 
“Barbara still teaches here,” says Jodi, “the 
studio was never put up for sale—she and I 
had a conversation which sparked the idea 
and it grew from there.” For twenty years 
Jodi has explored and trained in Buddhist 
meditation and yoga. “In my early twenties 
as an English Literature major I was able to 
take classes like ‘Magic, Science & Religion’ 
and ‘Eastern Philosophy’ and they really 
opened my eyes to the potential of the yoga 
world. I fell in love with yoga right from the 
very first class.” As a business adventur-
er Jodi has worked in other studio settings 
before, including leading the development of 
a busy New Yoga studio. “At the time I was 
working with a Korean company who wanted 
to start a yoga studio. I helped them build it 
and then ran it for a little while before mov-
ing to England to broaden my training.” After 
studying in Europe, Jodi spent a year and 
a half in India taking certifications in such 
iconic ashrams as Sivanada, Vivekananda 

and The Yoga Institute. Once back in Can-
ada, Jodi continued to train with top North 
American teachers and also completed spe-
cialized training in Pre- and Post-natal yoga.

Since Jodi took over, YogaMcc has seen 
a few big changes. Most importantly, the 
class structure changed from completely 
preregistered programs to a mostly drop-in 
schedule. Trying to build the community, the 
studio wanted to make itself more accessible 
to those who desire flexibility in their week-
ly practice or for those unable to commit to 
long-term yoga plans. In addition to the daily 
drop-in classes, YogaMcc is proud to host a 
large variety of workshops and trainings to 
help teachers and practitioners take their 
knowledge to the next level. 

YogaMcc expands beyond the confines of a 
physical practice by bringing in high-level 
spiritual leaders. Over the summer Tsewong 
Sitar Rinpoche visited Calgary from Bhutan. 
Amongst other sessions, he led the tradition 
Buddhist Refuge ceremony. “We wanted to 

Ment ion our  a r t ic le  in 
Poser  and rece ive 

15% of f  o f  a  workshop or
s to re  purchase

Not only do each of the medita-
tion instructors have a very rich 
history of at least fifteen years 
of personal meditation practice, 
once a year they go on retreats 
around the world to expand their 
horizons and connect with their 
own spiritual leaders. 
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be able to offer this in our comfortable set-
ting as a way for people to ask questions or 
become familiar with the teachings,” says 
Jodi. At the end of September, Dana Moore 
led a Yoga for Trauma course that helped 
build an understanding of mental illness and 
how to work with it in a yoga practice. “We’re 
taking yoga off the mat and going deeper. To 
some extent, everyone has been touched by 
trauma. As teachers we’re trained in the body 
but not trained to look at someone in savasana 
who might be panicking and question why 
they feel uncomfortable. Understanding how 
we can benefit by being aware of trauma sen-
sitive programs can and will help transform 
people’s lives,” says Jodi. To compliment Yoga 
for Trauma an upcoming Non-Violent Com-
munication series is being offered. Over three 
classes in October and November students 
will be taught how to listen empathetically 
and mindfully respond to sensitive situations 
in the yoga studio and in day-to-day life by 
looking into personal use of language.
In addition to the specialty trainings that 
are available, a number of meditation 

courses are run throughout the year. Intro 
to Mindfulness, Meta (love and compas-
sion) Meditation, Mindfulness for Stress 
Reduction and Happiness in the Work-
place are a few of the options offered in 
eight, ten or twelve week intervals. Not 
only do each of the instructors have a 
very rich history of at least fifteen years 

of personal meditation practice, once a 
year they go on retreats around the world 
to expand their horizons and connect with 
their own spiritual leaders. They all have 
their teacher’s permission to be leading 
these in depth classes.
Lead by life coach and yoga therapist Mona 
Campbell, Yoga, Books & Wine meets one 
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Friday every month for an in-depth discus-
sion about a chosen book that is selected 
to spark conversation and somehow chal-
lenge attendees. Before discussion, the 
group moves through a guided yoga ses-
sion inspired by what they’ve read. “One 
month we read Play by Stuart Brown, it is 
about brining play back into society. Before 
book club instead of doing yoga we played 
twister.” This is used as an exploration of 
individual mind and emotion. Mona asks 
charged, meaningful questions to guide the 
discussion and help dive into deep issues.

One of the most loved classes is the Cus-
tomized Yoga Therapy.  Offered on a pre-
registered basis, clients who are dealing 
with physical, mental or emotional imped-
iments meet with the resident yoga thera-
pists to discuss what they’d like to achieve 
through a therapeutic class. Each partici-
pant is given an individual yoga program 
then attends the weekly group class. “One 
of the biggest benefits of this class is the 
supportive energy from a group setting,” 
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Join us for our personal & professional development trainings and workshops:
Real Happiness at Work -starts Oct. 6

Communicaiotn for Trying Times: Tools for Transformation
-Part One: Introduction -Oct. 4

-Part Two: The Art of Empathetic Listening -Oct. 18
Part Three: The Art of Authentic Expression -Nov. 1

www.yogamcc.com  2028b 33rd Ave SW  403-251-9642  info@yogamcc.com

Yoga ~  Medi tat ion  ~  Bout ique

Real Happiness at Work -starts Oct. 6

Yoga Therapy Essentials -Nov. 21-23

Details and descriptions are available Online

Communication for Trying Times: Tools for Transformation
-Part One: Introduction -Oct. 4

-Part Two: The Art of Empathetic Listening -Oct. 18

-Part Three: The Art of Authentic Expression -Nov. 1

says Jodi. “Although it’s a ‘group class’ 
everyone who attends is doing their own 
personal program.” There is a yoga ther-
apist in the room to facilitate the session 
and offer gentle assists and support. Many 
of the attendees sign up in advance for a 
full year’s worth of classes. Throughout the 
year they get to meet with the therapist to 
evaluate their progress and make any nec-
essary changes to their program.

The studio is so dedicated to offering an 
authentic, custom experience it goes as far 
as hand making each of the bolsters and 
cushions sold in the impressive retail sec-
tion. Carrying everything from books, to 
hand made jewelry, to sculptures of Buddhist 
deities, YogaMcc is one of Calgary’s few com-
prehensive yoga retail outlets. “We want to 
offer people truly authentic, fair trade prod-
ucts. That’s why we support local jewelry 
makers; it’s why we make each of our bol-
sters. Even the sculptures were hand crafted 
by Nepalese artisans true to the Buddhist 
Sacred Geometry then specifically selected 

by a Tulku (Buddhist monk) to be sent to us,” 
explains Jodi.

Proud of the work of each instructor and 
the personal progress of every attendee, 
Jodi knows that she’s found her life’s call-
ing. “The best part of working for this com-
munity is that I can run a business with 
ethics. We can do spiritual work with skill-
ful means and create an opportunity for 
everyone we touch, and ourselves, to live a 
mindful, authentic life. The Buddha taught 
that one of the biggest mistakes we make 
is thinking ‘we have time.’ I realize that I 
have this one lifetime to live my truth and 
do this positive work.” 

With care and mindfulness at the forefront 
of every decision, the Yoga & Meditation 
Centre of Calgary stands as a welcoming 
beacon to those ready to take the next steps 
down their spiritual path. 
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seedyoga.ca

TIP #37

Barter is for the 
smart and savvy.

Experience what hundreds of  
other businesses are doing already to increase 

sales, save cash, and drive new referrals

Start FREE for 30 Days!
Visit www.exmerce.com  

or Call 403.215.9220

Understand Your Foundation
Improve Your Posture

Deepen Your Yoga Practice
Join Matthew Thiel (200hr RYT, CanFitPro Certified 

Personal Trainer) for strength building &  
functional movment based personal training.

Call or email to request a free 
consultation and assesment

(587) 890-6288  hello@matthewthiel.com

Private & Couples Personal Training

“I got into personal  
training to help people live 
more confident, healthier 

and happier lives.”

-Matthew Thiel
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Why did you start practicing yoga? How long have you practiced?

I feel that I started yoga before I started … that is to say, I think it has always 
been a part of who I am. At the age of six, I started studying music and playing 
piano and I believe that was the beginning of my spiritual connection to yoga. 
Yoga and music, or any artistic form, are related. In both, you’re dealing with 
your spirit. It was the first time that I was able to consciously connect with my 
spirit although I did not understand it at the time. I started the physical prac-
tice of yoga when I was twenty-seven. The decade of my 30's was devoted to 
having and raising my 6 children.  At that time my yoga practice was deepened 
in valuable and irreplaceable ways off the mat, with intermittent but worth-
while asana (posture) training in between pregnancy and breast-feeding.  At 
the age of thirty-nine I was able to once again devote myself to yoga on the mat.

When did you decide to do your first training?

At the age of thirty-nine I bore my sixth baby and in the midst of such joy 
and happiness a tremendous hardship entered my life. As Pema Chodron says, 
“Things fell apart.” It was on my yoga mat and through the teachings and prac-
tices of yoga and the Buddha Dharma that I was able to heal my body, mind 
and spirit. An opportunity to deepen my practice was being offered at a studio 
that I attended, through a teacher training. 

Did you have the intention of being a teacher right away?

I went into Teacher-Training to deepen my personal practice.  I was involved 
in a lengthy training program, I was dropped in and very committed, and sup-
plemented my training with other training's and workshops with top teachers 
in North America.  I had taught piano for 30 years, so teaching is very familiar 
and natural for me.  Yoga is one of my deepest passions so blending the two was 
very natural, it all connected!  As Steve Jobs say's "You can't connect the dots 
looking forward you can only connect them looking backwards."

You recently went to Santa Fe to attend a Teacher Training. Would you like to 
share about your experiences?

I’m in the process of completing my 500 Yoga Alliance Teacher Training with 
my teacher Tias Little at Prajna Yoga. Rather than completing only the 300 
hour segment in addition to my first 200 hour training, I chose to start from 
the ground up with Tias and attend the entire 500 hours. Reentering a teach-
er training has been completely different and equally wonderful. When I am 
studying and learning from Tias I am building upon the excellent foundation 
that I received in my first training and the other training's I have done. Bob 
Dylan say's “He/she not busy being born is busy dying.”  I think as a student 
and teacher of yoga it is wise to always be open and awake, to be "born-again" 
and again!

Do you go to Santa Fe every six months, once a year? How does your training work?

Very fortunately, I get to visit Tias at least once every three months. I will go 
down for a week to work with him and go deep into my practice. This summer 
I was able to go for a full two-week immersion. I’ve made a personal commit-
ment to see him every three months- he is my teacher regardless of whether or 
not I am in a teacher training.

What does YogaMcc mean to you? How did that relationship start?

I love YogaMcc. I really do. Jodi (the owner) herself is a yogini and I appreci-
ate the way she incorporates her own Buddha Dharma into the studio culture. 
Her personality and commitment to her path is inspiring and it really reso-
nates with me. We met just over a year ago- a mutual friend and fellow yoga 
teacher recommended I connect with Jodi. I like to teach here because it’s a 
whole-hearted studio and we really get to tend to the body mind and spirit. 

You have a very unique and intimate teaching style- your classes don’t seem like a 
group of students simply dropping-in. It really feels like you have a personal connec-
tion with each and every attendee. Where did that stem from?

I think that that is my personality. I’m deeply committed to being a yoga teach-
er. People, myself included, want to be seen. We want to connect- we need 
it. When someone comes to unroll his or her mat with me, it’s a tremendous 
honor. It’s really important to me that I see that person. People will say to me, 
‘You have an amazing ability to remember names! How do you do that?’ I do it 
because it’s so important to me.
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Outside of yoga what are your other hobbies and passions?

Obviously motherhood- it’s a hugely important part of my life. I’m a Wal-
dorf mom- the Waldorf school teaches a holistic system to education. It 
encompasses mind, body, and spirit and teaches reverence for life. In the 
Waldorf system you raise your children without TV, which is a tremendous 
accomplishment! Motherhood is something I engage in very purposefully. 
I’m a classically trained pianist and a dedicated supporter of the arts. My 
children and I love literature, for years and years my three oldest daughters 
and I were involved in book clubs. We’ve managed to read most of the 
classics- Watership Down, Little Women and The Yearling are a few of our 
favorites. Off the mat, I enjoy going to art shows and collecting original 
pieces of art. We go to the ballet, opera, music concerts… basically all as-
pects of the arts. In the winter we like to cross country ski, and have started 
to get into climbing. And of course travelling, we prefer choosing a city and 
walking around and exploring.   

Is there a piece of literature or specific writers that you always return to? Who 
inspires you?

There are two who I keep coming back to. The first is Mary Oliver. 
My Mary Oliver books are dog eared and filled with notes and obser-
vations. My other inspiration is Jack Kornfield, the founder of Spirit 
Rock Meditation Centre. It’s hard to put into words how much each of 
them have touched my life. But so too have all poets. I am completely 
in love with poetry. 

What has been the scariest thing you’ve overcome?

The most difficult thing I’ve faced has been finding the freedom to be my own, 
authentic self. There are forces in our lives that give us labels, that tell us who and 
what we are. When you’re living in these circumstances, it’s difficult to even have 
other thoughts about who you are. Finding the strength to be my authentic self, 
although it meant uncertain change, was a huge challenge.

What has been the most important lesson that you’ve learned from your children?

I took my two youngest children (ages nine and seven) through a yoga nidra, and 
asked them, ‘If you were to have a conversation with your ninety year old self, 
what would your ninety year old self say to you now?’ My seven year old, said that 
“Love is never apart.” My nine year old said, “Love your life!”  From my oldest 
daughter I’ve learned dedication and commitment. From my second child I’ve 
learned compassion and playfulness. From my third daughter I’ve learned per-
severance and courage. And from my sweet son (can you imagine being the only 
boy with five sisters!) I am brought again and again to tenderness and sensitivity. 

Before someone takes your class, what should they know?

“Gently hold your aspiration on this gradual path.” I love this quote from Phillip 
Moffitt and feel this is a wise way for all of us as we journey on this path wheth-
er we are beginners or are experienced yoga practitioners. Come with a spirit of 
playfulness and curiosity. Come with your body, your open heart and spacious 
mind, unroll your mat… other than that you don’t need to know anything.
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Yoga Thrive was established over ten years ago by Dr. Nicole Culos-
Reed, a physical activity and cancer researcher at the University of 
Calgary (U of C). After exploring the idea since 2002, “The research 
and program came from the idea that if someone is diagnosed with 
cancer, we really want to give them options for their physical activ-
ity. An opportunity came with a yoga instructor to collaborate and 
design a program for cancer survivors, and it has grown from there,” 
says Dr. Culos-Reed. 

Partnering with Dr. Culos-Reed in the current development of the 
program is Tyla Arnason, senior Yoga Thrive instructor, teacher, 
training facilitator and program development, and owner of The 
Yoga Effect.  Through Arnason’s background in fitness and Iyengar 
yoga, she not only teaches Yoga Thrive classes, she also teams up 
with Dr. Culos-Reed’s students from U of C with their research efforts 
to help with the development of the program. “We’re all so passionate 
about it; serving others is what drives us. It’s why we try make it [the 
program] work and make it better,” says Arnason. 

A Class & Community

Beginning as one pilot class in Calgary, the research and program 
has since flourished into classes available for cancer survivors across 
Canada in and in the United States.

Classes are therapeutic sessions that include pose modifications with 
the use of props or modifications to make the practice possible for all 
participants.  No particular yoga lineage is followed, as Yoga Thrive 
teachers have a variety of backgrounds; however, all practices are 
adapted to be therapeutic in nature. 

“One of the best pieces of feedback 

I’m given by students is that Yoga 

Thrive is a place where they have a 

sense of control over their own body 

once again.” 
-Tyla Arnason

Even through the roughest times of cancer treatment, participants 
are encouraged to come to the class for the community and thera-
peutic poses. “Some people will say that they don’t know if they’ll be 
able to make it because it’s a specific day after chemo, I’ll say to them, 
if you can just get here, I’ll just help you into a pose that will make you 
feel better,” adds Arnason. “People come in differently than when they 
leave. They always leave feeling better, physically and emotionally.” 

Results from research of the class have included enhanced quality 
of life, along with decreased stress, anxiety and depression. In addi-
tion, Yoga Thrive also provides cancer survivors a community envi-
ronment. “It’s a really supportive group,” says Arnason. “They have a 
place to come together with people who are on a similar path.  .”
“We would like to encourage more people to access it sooner than later 
during their cancer journey,” says Dr. Culos-Reed. This is “because 
normally through treatment you’re not looking for people to make 
fitness gains, but to alleviate the declines we typically see.” 

More than 1,000 cancer survivors have participated in the program. 
Classes are available to cancer survivors at any stage along with their 
support persons. Registration for the 12 week program in Calgary is 
available through Active Living at U of C for $90 per person. This is 
a low cost for a therapeutic yoga program, as payment only covers 
the cost of instructors, with all community locations donating space. 
Classes are small, with a maximum of 15 people in the 75-minute class. 

Pediatric Children’s Program

In addition to the adult therapeutic program, in January 2013 Yoga 

A Place for Cancer 
Survivors to Thrive

Connecting with your body and mind has amazing healing powers 
for many types of situations and circumstances that a person could 
face. As this connection is very central to the practice of yoga, it was 
with this firm belief, along with research and evidence, that became 
the inspiration of a unique yoga program for cancer survivors.

Jaclyn Edwards

38
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Thrive also began offering classes for children cancer survivors. The 
program is based on a fairly new branch of research, as current liter-
ature is limited worldwide on yoga therapy for children with cancer. 
“The pediatric program started as one of my student’s research proj-
ects… by using [Arnason’s] expertise from the adult side, and we 
worked with some instructors that had child-yoga based experience, 
it all came together. Now I have a PhD student that is continuing to 
work on it and delve more into the research,” says Dr. Culos-Reed. 
Currently, classes are only offered outside of the hospital, but Dr. 
Culos-Reed is working to have classes available for children in hos-
pitals as well.  

Research for Development

Behind the yoga classes, development of the Yoga Thrive program is 
based on a variety of research. It is what makes the program one of a kind. 

“Yoga is one of the most popular activities for cancer survivors,” says 
Dr. Culos-Reed. “I think our program is fairly unique with the evi-
dence-base tie to it. There aren’t any [other programs] as researched 
based as we are. I think we are really unique by translating our work 
into sustainable programs.”

With Dr. Culos-Reed’s students’ help, research is ongoing for the pro-
gram to continuously improve it. Dr. Michael MacKenzie helped with 
research for the adult classes while completing his PhD. Robyn Long, 
currently working on her PhD, and Amanda Wurz, who recently com-
pleted her MSc, are building the research on the children’s yoga pro-
gram. “I have awesome students. They are continuing their research 
and helping to expand the program to date,” says Dr. Culos-Reed. 

Research methods depend on the current research question. Many 
patients are asked to do self-reports with validated questionnaires 
that are provided prior to and after completion of the 12-week pro-
gram. Other research methods include evaluating fitness with phys-
ical tests.  

“We look at things like quality of life, fatigue or emotional distress 
and anxiety,” adds Dr. Culos-Reed.  The program also looks for phys-
ical functioning, and improved fitness and capabilities to engage in 
activities of daily living.

“Yoga is one of the most popular 

activities for cancer survivors. I think 

our program is fairly unique with the 

evidence-base tie to it.”
-Dr. Culos-Reed

Teacher Training 

Training yoga teachers to instruct cancer patients is the other fuel 
behind the expansion of the program. Currently, 106 teachers have 
been certified to teach Yoga Thrive across Canada and in the United 
States. 

“What you generally find is that the teachers who sign up have an 
interest or passion for yoga and cancer. They either had someone 
in their lives or someone that has come to their classes, but there is 
often the cancer connection,” says Dr. Culos-Reed. 

Arnason leads training for the teachers and focuses on introducing 
them on how to modify poses and practices, understand functional 
movement as well as using props. 

“I’ve had students that can’t do tree pose standing up, so we have 
to find a way to modify the tree pose. Whether it’s using a chair, a 
wall, or actually laying them down on the floor. Especially if there has 
been a brain tumor, their balance may have been drastically changed, 
usually reduced,. I teach them how to adjust for those sorts of circum-
stances,” says Arnason. 

Teachers for Yoga Thrive come from a variety of yoga backgrounds 
and styles.  To be eligible for the Yoga Thrive teacher training pro-
gram, a yoga teacher must have a minimum 200 hour certification. 
The training program for Yoga Thrive includes a four-day, 32-hour, 
intense training workshop. Arnason wants to ensure teachers will be 
well- educated for patients to get the most out of the therapeutic yoga 
sessions. 

A Powerful Healing Tool

The Yoga Thrive program provides a therapeutic and healing place 
for cancer survivors.  It’s a place of to get in touch with the body and 
mind, it is a supportive community, and it helps a person to find emo-
tional healing powers for the struggles a person with cancer may 
endure.

For more information on the Yoga Thrive program, visit the Lab’s web-
site at: www.thriveforcancersurvivors.com

In subsequent issues, Poser Magazine will be featuring personal stories 
from the Thrive community in a reoccurring column. Look for Thriving 
in Winter 2014.
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         round down and root into your foundation.”

These are words I’ve heard often during yoga class, and truth 
be told there are times I’m still not sure I know what they’re 
supposed to mean. ‘Grounding, rooting, foundation’ all feel 
like hippy words that dreadlocked yoga teachers say as fillers 
in class. So why is ‘grounding’ and our ‘foundation’ so valid 
to yoga teachers? We all talk about it, we all mold it into our 
cuing and our own practice, but how important is it and what 
does it really mean?

When I decided to go back to par-
ticipate in my RCM Exams (Royal 
Conservatory of Music) after about 
7 years of playing the piano, I did 
it because I wanted to learn the 
basics. I started playing the piano 
to accompany myself and that was 
all I wanted from it, but it didn’t 
take long for me to fall in love with 
the offering of the piano and how 
much I could learn by going back 
to the foundation. And going back 
changed everything. 

For the RCM exams, almost half 
your score is based off of technique 
(scales, triads, intervals-- essentially the foundations of music). 
On my most recent exam, my adjudicator asked me if I would 
rather start with my repertoire or my technique. I politely told 
her, “I would rather not do technique at all… but since I’d fail if 
I don’t I guess we could start with that.” This, thankfully, made 
her laugh and she claimed no one had made that comment 
before (which I’m still hesitant to believe). 

Within the months I spent in preparation for my exams, I real-
ized over half my time was spent doing the technique side of 
the exam, which was not as appealing as I thought. 

It felt tedious, and frustrating and, dare I say, rudimentary 
compared to what I wanted to accomplish. As much as I resisted 
I knew I was learning an incredible amount. I was hearing 
things differently; songs I already knew revealed a conversa-
tion I hadn’t been part of before, purely based on what I started 

to hear. It changed the way I sat behind my piano. It changed 
every song on my ipod. It changed everything. 

I know we’ve all had that moment where we want to skip Bhu-
jangasana (Cobra Pose) and go straight to Chakrasana (Wheel 
Pose); we want to skip handstand prep with a wall and just do 
it in the centre of the room, with one hand. We never want to 
start at the beginning, the beginning is boring. Boring yes, but 
incredibly necessary. 

The truth is no matter how deep 
your practice gets, you always come 
back to the basics. 

It’s incredibly difficult to play a song 
without knowing the key signature, 
and it’s incredibly difficult to bal-
ance on one hand in the centre of 
the room without knowing the foun-
dation is there. 

One of my all time favourite-teachers- 
ever said something to me during a 
class while we were practicing Vrik-
sasana (Tree Pose), “Think about 
the tallest tree you’ve ever seen, and 
now think about how deep the roots 

of that tree have to be for it to grow to that kind of height.’ 
THAT is foundation. THAT is grounding. When it’s less about 
how high your leg comes and more about how deeply you’re 
connected to the earth. Less about if you stumble or fall and 
more about feeling the air in your lungs. Your foundation IS 
your breath, your foundation IS whatever you are bearing 
weight on and like that tree, if your roots are shallow, every-
thing will fall apart. 

Beethoven once said, ‘To play a wrong note is irrelevant, but 
to play without passion is inexcusable.’ Translating to yoga for 
me this erases any intention of a ‘Perfect Pose’, so each time 
you are offered a new pose, you worry less about the height 
of your leg, and you come right back to the depth of your feet.

So, ground down, find your foundation and let your roots be 
deep. It all starts there, it all finishes there.

I know we’ve all had that  

moment where we want to skip 

Cobra Pose and go straight to 

Wheel; we want to skip hand-

stand prep with a wall and just 

do it in the centre of the room, 

with one hand. We never want 

to start at the beginning, the  

beginning is boring. Boring 

yes, but incredibly necessary. 

The Key to Foundation
Crystal May

G“
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Cocoon Building Systems offers  
environmentally friendly home  exterior wall 
and roof systems to fit your healthy lifestyle.

Our materials are low VOC and non off gassing,
 great for people with hypersensitivities to emissions from 

conventional building materials.

Ask Your Builder or Architect for a Cocoon Building Envelope

• Safer, healthier  
living environment

• Structurally superior to 
conventional construction
• High energy efficiency

• Will not rot or mold
• Fire resistant-  

it will not burn
• High impact resistance

• Fast, efficient and  
cost effective

Evolving the Practice
  

Hart Lazar Kevin Elander

Yoga Mandala Presents

A Yoga Alliance Certified 200 Hour 
Teacher Training (RYT200)

Join Hart Lazer and Kevin Elander in a Teacher Training program 
that will cultivate a deeper understanding of Yoga. You will gain 
the knowledge necessary to safely evolve and explore your per-
sonal practice and build your capacity to teach. The program 
includes a detailed exploration of yoga asana, meditation, func-
tional movement anatomy, and teachings from various traditions 
of Yoga and Buddhism.

Oct. 31-Nov. 2
Nov. 28-30
Jan. 9-11

Feb. 6-8
Mar. 6-8

Mar. 27-29
Apr. 24-26

May 29-31
Jun. 12-14
July 17-19

For further information, please check: www@yogamandala.ca 
or contact Kevin at info@yogamandala.ca or 403.243.8830.
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Spending Time

 No-Timein
Imagine your body getting heavy and sinking 

into the mat. You feel completely weighted, yet 

safe and supported. Your awareness gazes at 

your breath and then your thoughts and emo-

tions. You begin to walk through a garden of 

guided imaginings, until you surrender into 

the arms of the Divine. You are oneness, uni-

ty, anchored in the sacred space of no-time, 

no-thing. This is the landscape of Yoga Nidra. 

Yoga Nidra is fairly new to the West and orig-

inated from the Tantric scriptures. It wasn’t 

until Swami Satyananda Saraswati came along 

and formed the Bihar School of Yoga making 

Yoga Nidra accessible to the masses including 

the West. I had my first taste of Nidra with a 

live teacher (not just a recording) when I did 

my 200hr yoga teacher training at Yoga Pas-

sage with Tannis Fishman. Tanis studied at 

the Bihar School of Yoga for a couple of years 

under the guidance of Swami Satyananda 

Saraswati. She continues to do his work.

Yoga Nidra is a guided journey in the pose of 

Savasana through the five Koshas to reach dif-

ferent states of consciousness and ultimately 

union with the Higher Self or Divine Wisdom. 

The five Koshas or “sheaths” are Anama-

ya Kosha (the physical sheath), Pranamaya 

Kosha (the breath), Manomaya Kosha (the 

mind-space or emotional-body), Vignanamaya 

Kosha (the intuitive-body), and Anandamaya 

Kosha (the bliss-state). Maya is the Sanskrit 

word for “illusion” and the sheaths are consid-

ered illusory because they keep us separate 

from the Divine. Even Anandamaya Kosha, the 

bliss state, is considered illusory, even noticing 

that this is the Divine part of Self keeps us in 

the mindset of duality instead of oneness. 

The key to Yoga Nidra and its fascinating heal-

ing power is in the Sankalpa. The Sankalpa is 

an I AM statement, a positive affirmation that 

is clear and concise and will serve to reprogram 

old beliefs that no longer serve us. We allow 

this Sankalpa to bubble up in our conscious-

ness after the body is completely relaxed. 

Working with our Sankalpa is the secret ingre-

dient that helps us heal in Yoga Nidra.

I recently attened a training with Tannis and 

became a different person. Rather, I became 

more fully who I am. For a full work week, we 

did Nidra twice a day and discussed yoga phi-

losophy the rest of the time. To spend so much 

time in no-time was a blessing. In the middle 

of busy downtown Calgary, I would eat my 

lunch slower and notice the earth beneath my 

sit bones. Everything I did that week was con-

scious. Through yoga, mindfulness training 

and meditation we are taught to be disciplined 

in exactly that—keep conscious of the pres-

ent moment, notice what you are doing every 

moment of every day and we are given the tools 

for the mind to accomplish this. However, having 

a regular Yoga Nidra practice that week made 

all of those things feel a lot more effortless. I 

began to see the world in a different way…as a 

detached observer. In my morning commute 

I could see that I was choosing to experience 

resistance in the form of traffic blocks and 

instead of getting angry or frustrated, I would 

just notice. I began to observe my own family 

more closely, instead of getting pulled into 

all of their “stuff” they had going on, I would 

just notice. Occasionally, I would let them 

know that they were straying from the pres-

ent moment and I would give them the tools to 

begin to observe what was actually happening 

in the present moment. 

It is amazing how much time we spend worry-

ing about the future or fretting about the past. 

This is in all of the ancient teachings and we 

hear this all the time, however, it is a different 

experience to embody these teachings. Yoga 

Nidra helped me to embody these teachings 

on a cellular level and it was effortless. At this 

very moment, as I write this article, I notice 

how hard it was for me to step back into the 

world of deadlines and agendas. Part of me is 

still back there tracking no time and abandon-

ing the space-time continuum. The rest of me, 

admittedly, sometimes wishes I was still there... 

Taking moments each day to sit on the Earth 

and ground myself is key, a daily meditation 

practice and a weekly Yoga Nidra practice 

will allow me to keep myself connected to the 

Divine and my Higher Wisdom. 

Bring your awareness to the outline of your body, 

feel the temperature against your skin, notice your 

breathing. Gently bring yourself through fetal 

position to a comfortable seated position. Sit in 

meditation. Listen to the stillness within. Open 

the eyes, let in some light and form. The practice 

of Yoga Nidra is now complete. Hari Om Tat Sat.

Samantha Baldwin
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Located just off 52nd Street and 130th Avenue, 

Soul Hot Yoga is a staple for health and wellbeing 

in Calgary’s south. With a huge spectrum of yoga 

offerings, the comprehensive yoga program includes 

everything from hot, power-based classes, to non-

heated family oriented sessions, all the way to 

gravity defying aerial workshops. To compliment 

the many meditative qualities of yoga, Soul has just 

opened Soul Spin Studio. Together, yoga and spin 

offers a unique way to challenge the body and mind.

44 Instructors: (Yoga) Dale Miles, Alexa Kelly  (Spin) Tara Miller
Photos by de-Pict Photography

mate
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Almost three years since opening its doors, Soul continues to be an 
ever-expanding community hub for yogis in Calgary’s southeast. Both 
Soul Hot Yoga and the brand new Soul Spin Studio offer spacious studios, 
generous change rooms and exceptionally friendly staff. Co-owners Cathy 
Sinclair-Smith, Jamie Davis and Ed Louie each started yoga for different 
reasons and have maintained their individual practices for years.

“We were traveling across the city to get to classes and saw an opportu-
nity to start a yoga community close to home,” says Cathy. The timing 
was perfect, everything seemed to fall directly into place as soon as the 
trio set out to bring Soul Hot Yoga to life. 

“After finding our location our biggest hurdle was transforming the 
space into our studio. As soon as we opened our doors, we had an out-
standing response from the community. Everyone loved our location 

and the look and the feel of the studio,” shares Jamie. 

Ensuring that every detail has been tended to, Soul has created a space 
where clients can disconnect and step away from everyday stresses. “It 
effects people in profound ways,” says Ed. “The best part for us, as own-
ers, is seeing the transformation of individuals. Often people will come 
in looking frustrated or hurried. By the time they leave their energy has 
completely changed and they look at peace and a lot more relaxed.” The 
owners agree that the positive changes they see in their clients is by far the 
most rewarding aspect of owning a yoga studio. Happy to be involved, the 
owners are very approachable and always available to clients. “We like that 
we get to regularly see the faces of the people practicing here.”

Soul is also proud of its varied classes and the unique backgrounds of each of 
its instructors. “We aren’t a sequenced studio,” starts Cathy. “We love that our 
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shoe and mat  
rentals included

spinning yogi pass
Since the first class I attended, Soul has been my  

second home. Whether I just needed a good stretch, 

an hour to calm my mind or a safe place to build 

strength and challenge my boundaries the amazing 

teachers and staff have supported and inspired me.
-Dawn
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teachers have the opportunity to lead classes in a style that’s comfortable to 
them. Clients who practice here enjoy the many options the studios offer and 
are happy to try out all the different styles and personalities of our teachers.”

From non-heated pre-natal and kids yoga, to warm beginner classes, 
all the way to hot vinyasa styled sessions, Soul is inviting to every level 
of practice. With the recent opening of Soul Spin Studio, two new yoga 
rooms have been added to offer an even greater selection of yoga styles. 
Recently Alexa Kelly completed her Aerial Yoga certification and has 
been offering regular workshop styled classes in Soul’s new non-heated 
space.  “Physically, aerial yoga is a fun and effective way to improve 
strength, flexibility, and coordination. It is unique in it’s ability to 
offer the practitioner prolonged, restorative inversions, which can help 
decompress the spine and release bodily tension,” says Alexa. “In both 
grounded and flying yoga, my priority as a facilitator is to ensure that 
each person is moving safely and with mindfulness. Flying yogis can 
expect a more visual experience as demonstrations are often used to 
explain inversions or complex movements before they are attempted.”

Soul wants its community to always feel supported, welcomed and 
never rushed. There is a pleasant place for clients to connect over com-
plimentary tea before and after class. To give busy parents a chance to 
catch a class, Soul has joined forces with Little Hippies. Now parents can 
drop off their children in classes throughout the week, with the ability to 
attend a class themselves at the same time.

In addition to the variety of workshops and classes in the non-heated 
rooms, Soul is finishing their third Yoga Teacher Training, lead by sea-
soned yogis Nattacia and Jurgen Mantei alongside co-owner, anatomy 
expert Ed. Teacher trainers explore a comprehensive curriculum that 

includes history, philosophy, anatomy, sequencing, adjustments for 
poses, and much more. “Our trainees actually get on the mat and teach 
others the profound benefits they’ve discovered as they deepened their 
own understanding and experience of yoga. ,” says Nattacia. The pro-
gram not only helps individuals dive deeper into their own practice by 
understanding where the yogic tradition originated and how to apply 
it to everyday life, it  also helps individuals build personal confidence.. 
Both Nattacia and Jurgen maintain a strong personal practice and tru-
ly live the yogi lifestyle. Each bring a unique perspective to the course 
to ensure students leave feeling confident and prepared to lead vinyasa 
flow, and other styled classes. 

Outside of workshops and specialty trainings, many of Soul’s clientele 
come strictly for the regular yoga classes. Daily, there are between six to 
ten non-heated, warm or hot sessions to choose from, including a weekly 
aerial yoga class covered by the regular membership. It’s not uncommon 
for a class to have participants who’ve never tried yoga, all the way to 
participants who’ve practiced for years. This creates the opportunity for 
instructors to lead dynamic classes that fulfill beginners while still offer 
a challenge to the experienced. 

“There are so many great aspects about Soul Hot Yoga. They have a 
beautiful studio which they keep spotlessly clean, a wide ranged sched-
ule and a convenient location. However, the best part about Soul Hot 
Yoga is the people. They have kind front desk attendants, knowledgable 
yet personable instructors as well as owners who are genuinely con-
cerned about the happiness of their clientele. An outstanding operation 
all the way around!” says Shelley, a long time patron to the studio.

With the spin studio fully operational, people who are dedicated to per-
sonal well-being can challenge themselves in new and exciting ways. 
“Spin compliments yoga in that it helps members find a well rounded 
physical practice and allows for overall balance. Yoga is so powerful; 
yoga offers wonderful physical benefits for the body like increased 
flexibility and strength, and the benefits for mental well-being can not 
be understated. Concentration and happiness increases, anxiety and 
stress decreases, and the more we practice yoga, the more adaptable we 
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become. On the flip side spin offers a strong challenge for the cardiovas-
cular system, for physical endurance and mental commitment,” says Ed.

“People get to sweat and have fun to upbeat music in a candle lit room. 
Yoga is to spin what yin is to yang,” adds Jamie. Although each offers a 
different atmosphere, the sense of community and comradery remains 
the same. Working toward the end goal of finishing class together cre-
ates strong connection in group exercise. With the support of friends, 
individuals are motivated to keep going and not give up, especially when 
muscles get tired and movement becomes difficult. “Not only did we 
want to offer a convenient, south location to get this well rounded work-
out, but we wanted to build on the community-oriented vibe of our yoga 
studio. Our regular clients truly feel part of a community in our warm, 
welcoming environment,” says Jamie.  

Proud to engage the community, Soul offers a Karma program at both 
yoga and spin. In exchange for a weekly three-hour work shift, members 
of the program can attend unlimited yoga and spin sessions. 

Soul invites practitioners of all levels to try out their amazing venue with 
a specially priced newcomer intro package at both yoga and spin. “In the 
end, it’s all the people- the clients, the instructors, the front desk staff and 
Karma Team- that truly make Soul as awesome as it is,” says Cathy. “The 
most important things are the connections and relationships that we’re 
building and seeing people grow into stronger, happier selves.” 
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Mr. Pinch loves to dance and make music. The only 
problem is... he’s the only sea animal with giant claws! 
Everyone around him has small fins or flippers and  
Mr. Pinch is worried that his claws are going to scare away 
his neighbours. Join Mr. Pinch in this colorful children’s 
storybook as he uses music to overcome his fears and learns 

to love his claws!

The Musical Mr. Pinch

Now available to order from www.delimapublishing.com!
early readers, ages 3-7

Order before Nov. 1 and your copy will be signed by the author

Make 2015 Your Year For

    Cleanse & Revitalize New Year’s Retreat 
        3 Glorious Days away from the hustle & bustle of the city 
                  - yet less than an hours drive from Calgary

Liver/Full body Detox & Revitalize  
Far Infrared (FIR) Sauna Sessions 
Juicing, Smoothie & Health Food Demos 
Yoga, Meditations, Drumming, & so much more! 

Full details at:      www.VibrantJuicyHealth.com 
Contact:               nattacia@VibrantJuicyHealth.com

January 2-4, 2015 
At the Diamond Willow Artisan Retreat 
$897.00+GST  - Early Bird $797.00+GST  before Nov 15th  
Includes Meals, Accommodations & ALL you’ll need to detoxify & revitalize! 

Limited Spots Available

Don’t miss out - Book Now
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How long have you been doing yoga?

I started doing yoga about eight years ago. Basi-
cally, I got really bored of the gym and needed a 
different kind of physical activity. I went in with 
really western intentions and wanted to work my 
body in a really different way. At first all the Aum-
ing and meditating… I really didn’t care about it. I 
just wanted them to make me do sit-ups. I actual-
ly was not in love with yoga and I didn’t expect it 
to progress into anything- I walked out of my first 
class thinking, “That was a huge waste of time.” So 
when people come to yoga and I hear them say, “I 
just want to work out,” I totally get it.

What made you fall in love with yoga?

A lot of friends and people I knew were telling me 
that I had to go train with this man, Vishva. And 
I did. And it changed everything. I was in the last 
teacher trainings he did in Calgary. He took my 
whole world, dumped it out and then put it back 
together. He blew my whole mind and everything I 
thought I knew about myself and about the world… 
it was really fascinating. Like everyone I became ad-
dicted, to the point that I let my gym membership 
expire and I still haven’t gotten a new one.

What style of yoga was the training?

Vishva calls it Canda Yoga, which means ‘com-
plete.’ If I had to compare it with something, I’d say 
it’s similar to Hatha. The principles and the inten-
tion are almost the same. 

Where did you start teaching and where has to pro-
gressed to now?

I did the really underground route where I’d take 
people to parks and just say “Don’t pay me, just 
let me play and teach.” Then I started teaching at 
gyms, which was a really great gateway. It gives you 
a huge opportunity to spread your wings and dis-
cover what you love to teach. I taught at gyms for 
about a year and a half then started to make my way 
into studios.

What was one of your very first impressions of Soul 
Hot Yoga?

My very first class with Ed, I was asked to teach a 
vinyasa class… and I’m a hatha girl. Ed came out 
and said “Okay, that was a little slower than I would 
recommend you do vinyasa… that being said, this 
is now your family. If you decide to do vinyasa that 
way, we’ll support you.” It was a little weird how 
supportive they were. It was mind blowing to me, 
because other studios wanted me to follow their 
scripts and do it their way.

What is your favorite part about teaching at Soul?

The owners are so supportive. SO supportive. On 
every aspect, not only in yoga. Even small things 
like I will post songs on Facebook and they share 
them for me- they don’t have to do that! They sup-
port the way I teach. The owners themselves and 
I see eye-to-eye and we have a great relationship. I 
live up in Beddington and I drive down here five 
days a week because I’m so in love with them.

What inspired you to become an instructor for 
Soul Spin?

To be honest, that was all Cathy and Jamie. Jamie 
said to me “Become a spin instructor!” and I said 
to her, “Spin is stupid. I hate spin. I’m not doing it.” 
But they pushed me into it, I did the certification 
and then did six months of training. Every Friday 
we met for four hours of spin, it was really intense. 
I get to play really loud music, I get to yell at people 
and I get to sweat. These are my favorite things and 
I love it now.

Outside of the yoga world, what are your other passions?

I like music. That’s what I want to be when I grow 
up- a musician (apparently that’s supposed to hap-
pen soon…growing up). I love the piano, I’m totally 
addicted to it.

What style do you like to play? What music is inspiring 
you right now?

I love classical music. I feel it’s the foundation of 
modern day music. Anything romantic is fun to 
play, I could play it all day long. For current mu-
sic, if I could trade lives with anyone for a day it 
would be SIA. If I could be anyone musically it 
would be her. She’s off the charts, really quirky, she’s 
the whole package. I would trade lives with her in 
a heart beat. Or Amy Lee from Evanescence. I’m 
madly in love with Amy Lee.
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What is your dream life five years from now?

To live somewhere warm. I’m so proud to be a Canadian girl, I really am. Even 
when I travel I like to point out that I’m Canadian. But nothing eats my soul 
like Canadian winters do. I’d love to live somewhere like New Zealand, even 
if it was only temporary. I feel like I’d fit right in. Or Greece. I’ve never been 
to Greece, but I think I’d be a good fit. If I could have my ideal situation, I’d 
love to be writing pop songs for pop starts. Going to the Grammies. Live some-
where warm. And still teach yoga.

How would you describe your classes to someone who’s never taken one?

I’m really bad at being serious and my classes are usually fun and playful. I’m a 
firm believer that when you get on your mat it’s called a “practice” not a “per-
formance.” It’s an opportunity to play, you’re there to experiment. Usually I’ve 
got some pretty good tunes and I like to make people sweat.
You do work with rescue dogs, what does that look like?

It’s actually my roommate that does most of the work with two different orga-
nizations: Pawsitive Match and EJ Rescue. She does the paper work and fosters 
the dogs and then I get to play with them and take them for walks. It’s messy, 
I can’t tell you how many Chihuahuas have peed on my bed. It’s one of my 
favorite things ever, it’s the funnest thing to come home to.



There are so many pregnant women in this city! It seems that every-
where I go, I see an abundance of beautiful women with adorable 
round bellies. Perhaps our city is experiencing a baby boom, or it 
could be that I am more tuned in since I’m known for my love of preg-
nant women and babies. One thing is clear: these pregnant women 
are flocking into our local yoga studios to experience all the benefits 
prenatal yoga has to offer. Whether they are stepping into a yoga stu-
dio for the very first time, or an experienced practitioner looking for 
a modified practice, it seems as though they are all intuitively drawn 
to connect with the innate wisdom within themselves. 

“I was pregnant with my baby and also with myself, connected by a 
primordial umbilical cord to other women – to all women past, pres-
ent, and future: to the female spirit – interested in and needing to 
be with women more than men for the first time since adolescence.”  
– Jane Fonda

Yoga for  
Pregnancy, Birth  

& Motherhood 

“Making the decision to have a 

child – it’s momentous. It is to 

decide forever to have your heart go 

walking around outside your body.” 

– Elizabeth Stone

Prenatal yoga is a specialized practice designed to support expect-
ant mothers through the journey of pregnancy, labour and birth. I 
encourage my students to create an intention for their practice. This 
gives them an opportunity to address anything that comes to mind, 
such as anxieties, particular fears or wishes for pregnancy, birth or 
motherhood. 

We focus on the breath, the most important part of the practice. The 
breath is the barometer of the body and also of the mind. Learning 
to connect with breath not only brings a new sense of calm, but also 
keeps ease and lightness in the yoga practice. Linking yoga postures 
to breath helps bring a new awareness to body and to mind. We also 
focus on the pelvic floor, which benefits mothers before, during and 
after birth of baby. 

Prenatal yoga helps to build strength, release tension and strain, and 
alleviate some of the common discomforts of pregnancy as women 
adapt to a growing and changing body. The time spent in class is also 
time set aside to relish the experience of being pregnant. Not just 
viewing pregnancy as something happening to the body, but some-
thing to take the time to actually experience. Students are encour-
aged to tune into baby and build that connection and bond. 

Women leave prenatal yoga classes feeling empowered, confident 
and strong. The sense of calm they connect with during their yoga 
practice becomes accessible anywhere, including the day they give 
birth, a day they will remember forever.
 
Prenatal yoga classes also provide the setting for a community of 
women to grow and nurture each other. Women, who were strang-
ers before they met in class, now have something very important in 
common: they are mothers. Perhaps they have not yet given birth, but 
they are all mothers. I see extraordinary friendships grow – friend-
ships that will last a lifetime. I see women thriving in a supportive 
community in and out of the yoga studio, traveling through the jour-
ney of motherhood together.
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320, 1800 4 st. sw, calgary, ab, t2s 2s5
telephone 403.244.yoga (9642)
email info@yogasantosha.ca

www.yogasantosha.ca

$39ONE MONTH
UNLIMITED YOGA

*PRICE VALID FOR NEW CLIENTS ONLY

*

60+ classes/week including:
flow · yin/yang · foundation · hot · 
gentle · ashtanga · nidra · baby & 
you · pre-natal · yoga for beginners · 
barre · great yoga wall · restorative

YOGA · MASSAGE THERAPY · COMMUNITY · YOGA



Gone are the days of the old school golfer, driving a cart, smoking a cigar and into a second 
beverage by the first green.  Many of today’s golfers are walking 18 holes, warming up before 
their first drive and while they may still finish with a cold beer at the 19th hole, beer bellies 
are certainly less prevalent.  

If you are a golfer, regardless of your level of play, you are an athlete.  As such, you need to 
consider conditioning for your sport if you wish to improve or even maintain your perfor-
mance and longevity, not to mention reduce injury.  Any golfer will tell you that our season 
in Calgary is extremely short.  However, that long off season can be put to incredible use by 
keeping your body golf-ready through crossover activities that promote muscle memory.  Fall 
is the perfect time to consider adding a yoga/fitness program to your physical activity regime.  
A common misconception among amateurs is that golf is merely a technical game with little 
physical or mental demand.  Today’s golfers are active.  They walk up to 5 miles a round, 
experience elevation gains, climb in and out of bunkers (hopefully not too many!), hinge over 
30-40 putts and take over 100 practice and actual swings.  All of this aside, the sheer force 
with which the golfer swings the club sees club head speeds of up to 100 miles/hour, compa-
rable to that of a MLB pitcher.  Golfers all over the world from the elite PGA Tour player to the 
weekend warrior are using yoga to enhance their ability in the sport they love. 

There are an incredible amount of factors that go into improving physical performance, 
removing limitations and enhancing a golfer’s ability.  The golf swing is a complex movement 
pattern and requires the golfer to demonstrate a beautiful marriage of mobility and stability. 
Finely tuned biomechanics are necessary for an efficient swing (kinematic sequence).  As 
golfers we know that swinging poorly is exhausting and risky, but swinging competently 
takes little effort and provides great results.  Awareness to improving mobility, stability and 
strength through yoga is a great place to start.

A customized yoga practice is also an effective method to removing obstacles that impede the 
mind of a golfer using breath work, meditation and visualization/relaxation techniques.  Refining 
the golfer’s breathing patterns, one pointed focus as well as balance and proprioception from a 
consistent golf specific yoga practice will provide great results both on and off the golf course.  

Tyla Arnason is the owner of The Yoga Effect in Calgary AB.  A certified yoga instructor 
(specializing in Yoga For Golfers® & Yoga Thrive) and a TPI certified golf fitness instructor 
(Titleist Performance Institute).  For more information please visit www.theyogaeffectcalgary.
com or www.yogaforgolferscalgary.com 

“I have the privilege of seeing my students experience the benefits of a yoga/fitness program 
that is geared specifically to their body for the sport they love.   I am often told that with their 
regular Yoga for Golfers® practice, my students are lowering their handicaps, walking instead 
of carting, expending less effort and experiencing less injury.  Yoga for Golfers® is like one 
stop shopping.  Best of all, I have the pleasure of introducing yoga to many folks who other-
wise may have never stepped onto a mat.”  

“Every golfer scores 
better when he learns 

his capabilities.”
Tommy Armour
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Custom Designed, Fair Trade 
Fashions for the Urban Yogi

• Ladie’s Tees, Leggings, Shirts, Dresses, Outerwear
• Men’s Tees, Pants, Outerwear

• Scarves & Accessories
• Shoes & Socks

• Blankets & Wraps
• Bracelets & Jewelry

RedBag Inc. ~ High River ~ Penticton ~ Lethbridge ~ facebook.com/redbagclothing


